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Abstract
We present a simple term calculus with an explicit control of erasure and duplication of substitutions,
enjoying a sound and complete correspondence with the intuitionistic fragment of Linear Logic’s proof-nets.
We show the operational behaviour of the calculus and some of its fundamental properties such as conﬂuence,
preservation of strong normalisation, strong normalisation of simply typed terms, step by step simulation of
-reduction and full composition.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Curry-Howard paradigm, according to which the terms/types/reduction of a term calculus
respectively correspond to the proofs/propositions/normalisation of a logical system, has already
shown its numerous merits in the computer science community. Such a correspondence gives a
double reading of proofs as programs and programs as proofs, so that insight into one aspect helps
the understanding of the other.
A typical example of the Curry-Howard correspondence is obtained by taking the simply typed
-calculus [11] as term calculus and Natural Deduction for Intuitionistic Logic as logical system.
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Both formalisms can be decomposed in the following sense: on the one hand the evaluation rule of
-calculus, known as -reduction, can be decomposed into more elementary operations by imple-
menting (higher-order) substitution as the interaction between (and the propagation of) erasure,
duplication and linear substitution operators. On the other hand Linear Logic [24] decomposes the
intuitionistic logical connectives into more elementary connectives, such as the linear implication
and the exponentials, thus providing amore reﬁned and controlled use of resources (formulae) than
that of Intuitionistic Logic.
We show that there is a deep connection between these two elementary decompositions. In order
to relate them, we bridge the conceptual gap between the term syntax formalism and that of proof-
nets [24] that we use to denote proofs in Linear Logic. Visually convenient tomanipulate, proof-nets
retain from the structure of a proof the part that is logically relevant, thus giving geometric insight
into proof transformations. However, they are quite cumbersome in proof formalisations, owing
to a certain lack of proof techniques and corresponding proof assistants. On the other hand, term
notation is more convenient to formalise and carry out detailed proofs of properties, and also when
one wants to implement them via some proof-assistant [13,32].
Several works [15,16,1,58,21] have already explored the relation between these two approaches,
but none of them has pushed the formalism far enough to obtain a computational counterpart to
proof-nets that is sound and complete with respect to the underlying logical model.
In this paper, we present a calculus called lxr with erasure, duplication and linear substitution
operators, which can be seen as a -calculus with explicit substitutions. Its simply typed version can
be considered, via the Curry-Howard paradigm, as a functional computational counterpart to the
intuitionistic fragment of proof-nets. The major features of this calculus are
• Simple syntax and intuitive operational semantics via reduction rules and equations;
• Sound and complete correspondence with the proof-nets model, where the equations and reduc-
tions of terms have a natural correspondence with those of proof-nets;
• Full composition of explicit substitutions;
• Nice properties such as conﬂuence, preservation of strong normalisation, strong normalisation
for Curry-style simply typed terms, and step by step simulation of -reduction.
1.1. Explicit control of resources and proof-nets
Much work on explicit substitutions has been done in the last 15 years, for example [3,7,10,37]. In
particular, an unexpected result was given by Melliès [45] who has shown that there are -strongly
normalisable terms in -calculus that are not strongly normalisablewhen evaluated by the reduction
rules of an explicit version of the -calculus, such as for example  [3] or ⇑ [30]. In other words,
 and ⇑ do not enjoy the property known as preservation of strong normalisation (PSN) [7].
This phenomenon shows a ﬂaw in the design of these calculi with explicit substitutions in that
they are supposed to implement their underlying calculus without losing its good properties such
as strong normalisation of simply typed terms. However, there are many ways to avoid Melliès’
counter-example in order to recover the PSN property. One of them is to simply forbid the substi-
tution operators to cross lambda-abstractions [44,22]; another consists of avoiding composition of
substitutions [7]; another one imposes a simple strategy on the calculus with explicit substitutions
to mimic exactly the calculus without explicit substitutions [25]. The ﬁrst solution leads to weak
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lambda calculi, not able to express strong -equality, which is used for example in implementations
of proof-assistants [13,32]. The second solution is drastic as composition of substitutions is needed
in implementations of HO uniﬁcation [19] or functional abstract machines [31]. The last one exploits
very little of the notion of explicit substitutions because they can be neither composed nor even
delayed.
In order to cope with this problemDavid andGuillaume [18] deﬁned a calculus with labels, called
ws, which allows controlled composition of explicit substitutions without losing PSN. These labels
can be also seen as special annotations induced by a logical weakening rule. But the ws-calculus
has a complicated syntax and its named version [16] is even less readable. On the positive side we
should mention that ws-calculus has very nice properties as it is conﬂuent (or Church-Rosser)
and enjoys PSN. Also, it can be shown [17] that there is a simple translation preserving reduction
from simply typed ws into the proof-nets of Linear Logic. This translation gives at the same time
a proof of strong normalisation for simply typed ws-terms. Moreover, the translation reveals a
natural semantics for composition of explicit substitutions, and also suggests that explicit erasure
and duplication operators can be added to the calculus without losing termination. These are the
main ideas constituting the starting point of the calculus called lxr that we present in this paper.
The operators of lxr have thus a nice logical interpretation in the typed case: the linear substi-
tution operator is cut, the duplication operator is contraction, the erasure operator is weakening.
From the point of view of implementation, this can be read as the fact that substitution, duplication
and erasure can be controlled.
Instead of translating a term syntax into proof-nets, we extract a term calculus from proof-nets,
thus deﬁning a simple and natural syntax involving not only reduction rules but also equations.
Every term equation of lxr can be seen as a computational counterpart to an equality between
proof-nets and, vice versa, every proof-net equality canbe naturally readback as an equality between
lxr-terms.
It is then not surprising that we obtain a full correspondence between typed lxr and the Intu-
itionistic fragment of Linear Logic’s proof-nets in the sense that the interpretation is not only sound
but also complete (in contrast to the translation from ws to proof-nets, which is only sound).
1.2. Weakening and garbage collection
The erasure/weakening operator has an interesting computational behaviour in calculi such as ws
and lxr that we illustrate via an example. Let us denote byW_(_) the weakening operator, so that a
lxr-termwhose variable x is used toweaken the term t is writtenWx(t), that is, we explicitly annotate
that the variable x does not appear free in the term t. Then, when evaluating the application of a term
x.Wx(t) to another term u, a linear substitution operator 〈x\u〉 is created and the computation will
continue with Wx(t)〈x\u〉. Then, the weakening operator will be used to prevent the substitution
〈x\u〉 from going into the term t, thus making more efﬁcient the propagation of a substitution with
respect to the original term.
Another interesting feature of our system is that weakening operators are always pulled out to the
top-level during lxr-reduction.Moreover, free variables are never lost during computation because
they get marked as weakening operators. Indeed, if t -reduces to t′, then its lxr-interpretation re-
duces to that of t′ whereweakening operators are added at the top level to keep track of the variables
that are lost during the -reduction step. Thus for example, when simulating the -reduction steps
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(x.y.x) u z−→∗ u, the lost variable z will appear in the result of the computation by means of a
weakening operator at the top level, i.e. , as Wz(u) (where u is the interpretation of u in lxr), thus
preparing the situation for an efﬁcient garbage collection on z.
The weakening operator can thus be seen as a tool for handling garbage collection. For instance,
it is worth noticing that the labels of the ws-calculus cannot be pulled out to the top-level as in
lxr. Also, free variables may be lost during ws-computation. Thus, garbage collection within ws
does not offer the advantages existing in lxr.
1.3. Composition
From a rewriting point of view this calculus can be viewed as the ﬁrst term calculus that is
conﬂuent (or Church-Rosser) and strongly normalising on typed terms, simulates -reduction step
by step, and has PSN as well as full composition. Thus, lxr gives a human-readable formalism
between the abstract -calculus and the graph presentations given for example by sharing graphs
[26]. By simulation of -reduction step by step we mean that every -reduction step in -calculus
induces a non-emptylxr-reduction sequence. By full compositionwemean thatwe can compute the
applicationof an explicit substitution to a term, nomatterwhich substitution remains non-evaluated
within that term. In other words, full composition means that the explicit substitution operator of
the calculus implements exactly a notion of meta-substitution deﬁned on the same calculus, that is,
on terms having weakening, contraction and linear substitution operators. In particular, in a term
t〈y\u〉〈x\v〉, the external substitution is not blocked by the internal one and can be further evaluated
without ever requiring any preliminary evaluation of t〈y\u〉. In other words, the application of the
substitution 〈x\v〉 to the term t can be evaluated independently from that of 〈y\u〉. Amore technical
explanation of the concept of full composition appears in Section 2.
1.4. Related work
Besides the ws-calculus [18] and its encoding in linear logic [16] already mentioned, other com-
putational meanings of logic via the use of operators have already been proposed.
Herbelin [29] proposes a term calculus with applicative terms and explicit substitutions which
corresponds to the Gentzen-style sequent calculus LJT. A similar approach to intuitionistic logic is
also studied in [59]. In a very different spirit, [12] relates the pattern matching operator in functional
programming to the cut elimination process in sequent calculus for intuitionistic logic.
Abramsky [1] gives computational interpretations for intuitionistic and classical Linear Logic
which are based on sequents rather than proof-nets. But he gives no equalities between terms
reﬂecting the irrelevance of some syntactic details appearing in sequent poofs. Many other term
calculi basedon sequents rather thanproof-nets havebeenproposed forLinearLogic, as for example
[23,6,53,60,48].
An axiomatisation of sharing graphs by means of higher-order term syntax is proposed by
Hasegawa [28] who investigates categorical models of the term calculi thus obtained. The proof-
nets thatweuse in this paper gobeyondhis general treatment in that they have a particular semantics
with extra equations and reduction rules. Our point in this paper is to relate them to a resource-
aware -calculus, while the case studies in [28] are those of Ariola and Klop’s cyclic lambda calculi
and Milner’s action calculi.
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A related approach was independently developed by V. van Oostrom (available in course notes
written in Dutch [58]), where operators for contraction and weakening are added to the -calculus
to deﬁne a ﬁne control of duplication and erasing. We show here how the same operators allow a
ﬁne control of composition when using linear substitution operators, although the proofs of some
fundamental properties, such as PSN and conﬂuence, become harder. An overview on optimal
sharing in functional programming languages, and its connection with linear logic can be found in
[4].
Another approach is taken in [21], where a calculus with contraction, weakening and linear
substitution operators is deﬁned in order to study the notion of closed reduction in -calculus.
Although reduction rules take enormous advantage of the fact that some subterms are closed (i.e.,
without free variables), which greatly simpliﬁes the deﬁnition of reduction, no deep relation with
proof-nets is exploited and no equalities appear at the level of terms.
Our completeness proof is inspired by [40], where polarised proof-nets are proposed as a sound
and complete model of the  calculus [49]. Finally, a revised version of the calculus ws with names
is developed in [50].
1.5. Structure of the paper
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the syntax and operational
semantics of the lxr-calculus. Section 3 deﬁnes the model of the calculus and establishes soundness
and completeness. Section 4 shows the relation between -calculus and lxr-calculus by giving
mutual translations from one to the other. In Section 5 we establish the main operational properties
of lxr. Finally we conclude and give some ideas for further work.
2. The calculus λlxr
2.1. The linear syntax of lxr
We present in this section the syntax of the untyped lxr-calculus as well as the notions of
congruence and reduction between terms.
The syntax for raw terms, given by the following grammar, is extremely simple1 and can be
just viewed as an extension of that of x [10]. We assume that we have a set of variables, denoted
x, y , z, . . ., that is in bijection with the natural numbers and is thus equipped with a total order.
t ::= x | x.t | t t | t〈x\t〉 | Wx(t) | Cy|zx (t)
Terms are thus trees, so we shall only use parentheses to remove any ambiguity when writing
them as strings.
The termx.t is called anabstraction, t uanapplication, and t〈x\u〉a closure. The termconstructors
W_(_), C_|__ (_) and _〈_\_〉 are, respectively, called weakening, contraction and linear substitution
operators.
1 In contrast to ws with names [16,17], where terms affected by substitutions have a complex format t[x, u,,].
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Deﬁnition 1 (Term size). We deﬁne the size of a term t, written |t|, as follows: |x| = 1, |x.t| =
|Wx(t)| = |Cy|zx (t)| = |t| + 1, and |tv| = |t〈x\v〉| = |t| + |v| + 1.
Deﬁnition 2. We write FV(t) to denote the set of free variables of a term t deﬁned by induction on
|t| as follows:
FV(x) := {x} FV(t〈x\u〉) := (FV(t) \ {x}) ∪ FV(u)
FV(x.t) := FV(t) \ {x} FV(t u) := FV(t) ∪ FV(u)
FV(Wx(t)) := FV(t) ∪ {x} FV(Cy|zx (t)) := (FV(t) \ {y , z}) ∪ {x}
The terms x.t and t〈x\u〉 thus bind x in t. The term Cy|zx (t) binds y and z in t. From this notion
of binding we obtain the corresponding notion of -equivalence.
Note that the syntax could equivalently be given as a HRS [47], with a type V for variables and a
type T for (raw)-terms, and six typed constants corresponding to the six term constructors above:
var : V → T sub : (V → T ) → (T → T )
abs : (V → T ) → T app : T → (T → T )
weak : V → (T → T ) cont : V → ((V → (V → T )) → T )
For instance the lxr-term Cy|zx (t1 t2 t3)〈x\x′.x′〉 would be represented as the HRS-term
sub(x.cont(x, y.z.app(app(t1, t2), t3)),abs(x′.var(x′))).
The consequent notions of free and bound variables and -equivalence coincide with ours.
We say that a term is linear if it satisﬁes the following: in every subterm, every variable has at
most one free occurrence, and every binder binds a variable that does have a free occurrence (and
hence only one). This condition can be formally expressed as follows.
Deﬁnition 3 (Linear terms). A term t is said to be linear if t linear can be derived from the following
rules:
x linear
t, v linear x ∈ FV(t) FV(t) \ {x} ∩ FV(v) = ∅
t〈x\v〉 linear
t linear x ∈ FV(t)
x.t linear
t, v linear FV(t) ∩ FV(v) = ∅
t v linear
t linear x ∈ FV(t)
Wx(t) linear
t linear x, y ∈ FV(t) x /= y z ∈ FV(t) \ {x, y}
Cx|yz (t) linear
For instance, the terms Wx(x) and x.x x are not linear. However, the latter can be represented
in the lxr-calculus by the linear term x.Cy|zx (y z). More generally, every -term can be represented
by a linear lxr-term (cf. Section 4). Note that being linear is a property of -equivalent classes, i.e.,
given two -equivalent terms, either both are linear or both are not.
Notice 1.Using -equivalence we can now consider Barendregt’s convention that no variable is free
and bound in a term, without loss of generality.
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2.2. Congruence and meta-notations
As mentioned in the introduction, -reduction can be decomposed into cut-elimination steps in
proof-nets, when the latter are considered modulo some equations [14]. Similarly, some equations
handling the operators of lxr equip our calculus with a ﬁne-grained notion of rewriting modulo,
which allows the decomposition of -reduction as well, but also in the untyped case (cf. Section 4).
Presented in Fig. 1, these equations are also, in the typed case, at the center of the correspondence
with the proof-nets modulo (cf. Section 3).
The reader may notice that the equation Ac needs the side condition (x /= y , v), while Pcs needs
(x /= y); but they can always be satisﬁed by Barendregt’s convention.
The equations Ac and Cc express the internal associativity and commutativity of contraction,
when seen as a binary operation merging two “wires” labelled with its two bound variables into
one labelled by its free variable. The equations Pc,Pw,Ps express the permutability of independent
contractions, weakenings, and substitutions, respectively. The point of the equation Pcs, expressing
the permutability between independent contraction and substitution, is discussed in the next sub-
section.
Wedeﬁne the relation≡as the smallest congruenceon terms (i.e., a symmetric, reﬂexive, transitive,
context-closed relation [56]) that contains the equations of Fig. 1. It can easily be proved that ≡
preserves free variables and linearity. Since we shall deal with rewriting modulo the congruence
≡, it is worth noticing that ≡ is decidable. More than that, each congruence class contains ﬁnitely
many terms. Indeed, two congruent terms have clearly the same size, so it is easy to see by induction
on this size that the congruence rules generate ﬁnitely many possibilities to pick up a representative
of the class.
We use , ϒ, , , 	, 
, . . . to denote ﬁnite lists of variables (with no repetition). The notation
, denote the concatenation of  and , and we always suppose in that case that no variable
appears in both  and . The following renaming operation will be also used when necessary to
ensure linearity.
Deﬁnition 4 (Renaming operation). If  = x1, . . . , xn and  = y1, . . . , yn are two lists, we deﬁne the
renaming operation of  by  on a term t, written R(t), as the capture-avoiding simultaneous
substitution of yi for every free occurrence of xi in t where i ∈ 1, . . . , n.
Fig. 1. Congruence equations for lxr-terms.
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Thus for instanceRx,yx′,y ′(C
y|z
w (x (y z))) = Cy|zw (x′ (y z)) (y is not replaced since theoccurence is bound).
We remark that for any permutation  of 1, . . . , n, we have R(t) = R()()(t).
We use the notation Wx1,...,xn(t) for Wx1(. . .Wxn(t)) and Cy1,...,yn|z1,...,znx1,...,xn (t) for Cy1|z1x1 (. . . Cyn|znxn (t)),
where x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn are all distinct variables. In the case of the empty list, we deﬁne
W∅(t) = t and C∅|∅∅ (t) = t.
As in the case of the renaming operator, for any permutation  of 1, . . . , n, we have W(t) ≡
W()(t) and C|ϒ (t) ≡ C()|(ϒ)() (t). Moreover, we have C|ϒ (t) ≡ Cϒ| (t) and C|ϒ (C| (t)) ≡
C| (C|ϒ (t)).
Notice 2. Sometimes we use a set of variables, e.g., S , in places where lists are expected, as inWS(u),
C|S (t), RS(t) or  := S . The intended list is obtained by ordering S according to the total order
that we have on the set of variables. These notations introduce no ambiguity and are much more
legible.
2.3. Operational semantics
2.3.1. Reduction rules and reduction relations
The reduction relation of the calculus is the relation generated by the reduction rules in Fig. 2
modulo the congruence relation in Fig. 1, as described below in detail.
We will use xr to denote the set of rules x ∪ r and Bxr to denote the set {B} ∪ xr.
Now, let i be a set of rules (likeB, x, xr, orBxr). The basic reduction relation−→ib is the contextual
closure of the relation formed by instances of the rules in the set i. Moreover, since we have a
congruence relation on terms, we denote by −→i the reduction relation modulo this congruence
[56], that is, t −→i t′ if and only if there exist two terms u and u′ such that t ≡ u −→ib u′ ≡ t′.
Hence, the most general reduction relation of our calculus is −→Bxr (i.e., generated by the rules of
Bxr), often written −→lxr (i.e., pertaining to the calculus lxr).
For any reduction relation −→j , we denote by −→nj the nth composition of −→j , we denote
by −→+j the transitive closure (union of all −→nj for n  1), we denote by −→∗j the reﬂexive and
transitive closure (union of all−→nj for n  0) and by←→∗j the reﬂexive, transitive and symmetric
closure.
2.3.2. General properties
In order to avoid variable capture, the rules Abs and CAbs need the side-conditions (y ∈ FV(u))
and (x /= y , z), respectively, which are satisﬁed if Barendregt’s convention is respected, so they can
always be satisﬁedby-equivalence, so their nature is different from that of the other side-conditions
appearingon the right-hand sideofFig. 2. The rules shouldbeunderstood in theprospect of applying
them to linear terms. Indeed, linearity is preserved by the reduction relation, which satisﬁes the
following properties:
Lemma 1 (Preservation properties). Let t be a linear term and t −→lxr t′.
1. The set of free variables is preserved, i.e. FV(t) = FV(t′).
2. Linearity is preserved, i.e., t′ is linear.
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Fig. 2. Reduction rules for lxr-terms.
Proof.By using the fact that the congruence preserves free variables and linearity, the two properties
have to be satisﬁed by the basic reduction relation. This can be checked by a straightforward
simultaneous induction on the reduction step and case analysis. 
For instance in rule Cont, it is the introduction of the lists of fresh variables andϒ that ensures
the linearity of terms.
In contrast to -calculus where the set of free variables may decrease during reduction, preserva-
tion of free variables (Lemma 1: 1) holds in lxr thanks to the weakening operator. This coincides
with the property called “interface preserving” [38] in interaction nets. It is also worth noticing
that the set of bound variables of a term may either increase (cf. rule Cont) or decrease (cf. rules
Var,Merge,Weak1, . . .).
The fact that linearity is preserved by congruence and reduction (Lemma 1: 2) is a minimal
requirement of the system.
Notice 3. From now on we only consider linear terms.
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2.3.3. Role of the rules
The B-rule is a key rule of lxr in that it reduces what is considered in the -calculus as a -redex,
and creates a linear substitution operator, as in x [10] but respecting the linearity constraints.
System x propagates and eliminates linear substitution operators, and duplication and erasure
are controlled by the presence of contraction and weakening (rules Cont and Weak1, respectively).
Contraction and weakening can thus be seen as resource operators also called, respectively duplica-
tion and erasure operators. Note that this only makes sense if the linearity constraints are satisﬁed;
in this case a construct such as y〈x\t〉 is forbidden.
Lemma 2. t is a x -normal form if and only if t has no closure.
Proof. We ﬁrst remark that if t has no closure, then clearly no x-rule can be applied. Conversely,
for each linear substitution operator applied to a non-closure term there is a reduction rule. 
An important property is that reducing terms by system xr implements an appropriate notion
of meta-substitution on all lxr-terms,whereas in x the notion of meta-substitution thus imple-
mented applies only to closure-free ones. Thus, for example, x〈x′\y z.z〉〈y\z.z〉 does not reduces
to x〈x′\(z.z) z.z〉 in x but it does in lxr thanks to our the notion of composition. We thus say
that lxr enjoys the full composition property, as explicit substitution operators of the calculus im-
plement exactly a notion of meta-substitution deﬁned on the same calculus, that is, on terms having
weakening, contraction and linear substitution operators.
Note that when linearity constraints are not considered, four cases may occur when composing
two explicit substitutions as in t〈y\v〉〈x\u〉: either (1) x ∈ FV(t) ∩ FV(v), or (2) x ∈ FV(t) \ FV(v),
or (3) x ∈ FV(v) \ FV(t), or (4) x /∈ FV(t) ∪ FV(v).
In calculi likews [18] only cases (1) and (3) are consideredby the reduction rules, thus only yielding
partial composition. Because of the linearity constraints oflxr, cases (1) and (4) have to be dealtwith
by the introduction of a contraction for case (1) and a weakening for case (4). Those operators will
interact with external substitutions by the use of rules (Weak1) and (Cont), respectively. Case (3) is
treated by rule (Comp), and case (2) by the congruence rule Ps. More precisely, the congruence rule
can be applied to swap the substitutions, thus allowing the evaluation of the external substitution
〈x\u〉 without forcing the internal one to be evaluated ﬁrst. Indeed, all cases (1)–(4) are treated in
lxr, thus yielding a full notion of composition of substitutions.
The linearity constraints are essential for composition: if they are not taken into account, the
composition rule Comp causes failure of the PSN and strong normalisation properties [8]. Hence, it
is because of the presence of weakenings and contractions, combined with the linearity constraints,
that the notion of composition in lxr is full. Thus, lxr turns out to be the ﬁrst term calculus
with linear substitution operators having full composition and preserving -strong normalisation
(Corollary 3).
Respectively, viewed as duplication and erasure operators, contraction and weakening
play a very special role with respect to optimisation issues. In a term, the further down
a contraction Cy|zx (_) lies, the later a linear substitution operator on x will be duplicated in
its propagation process by system x. Symmetrically, the further up a weakening Wx(_)
lies, the sooner a substitution on x, called a void substitution, will be erased. For instance,
if y , z ∈ FV(t2), we have Cy|zx (t1 t2 t3)〈x\x′.x′〉−→5x t1 t2〈y\x′.x′〉〈z\x′.x′〉 t3 but
(t1 Cy|zx (t2) t3)〈x\x′.x′〉−→3x t1 t2〈y\x′.x′〉〈z\x′.x′〉 t3, so t1 Cy|zx (t2) t3 is in a sense more optimised
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than Cy|zx (t1 t2 t3). Symmetrically, we have (t1 Wx(t2) t3)〈x\x′.x′〉−→3x t1 t2 t3 but
Wx(t1 t2 t3)〈x\x′.x′〉−→1x t1 t2 t3, so Wx(t1 t2 t3) is in a sense more optimised than t1 Wx(t2) t3.
System r optimises terms by pushing down contractions and pulling up weakenings, so that they
reach canonical places in lxr-terms (also using Weak2 and the left to right direction of the equation
Pcs). Such a place for a contraction Cy|zx (_) is just above an application or a closure, with y and
z in distinct sides (i.e., Cy|zx (t u) or Cy|zx (t〈x′\u〉) with y ∈ FV(t) and z ∈ FV(u) or vice versa). The
canonical place for a weakening Wx(_) is either at the top-level of a term or just below a binder on
x (i.e., x.Wx(t) or Wx(t)〈x\u〉).
For closure-free terms, these constructs are just Cy|zx (t u) (with y ∈ FV(t) and z ∈ FV(u) or vice
versa) and either x.Wx(t) or Wx(t) at the top-level. In that case, the rules CSubs and WSubs and
the right to left direction of the equation Pcs are not needed to place contractions and weakenings
in canonical places. Removing these rules and orienting Pcs from left to right as a rule of system
x would yield a system for which most of the results of this paper would hold (but not optimising
as much terms with closures); in particular, x would still eliminate linear substitution operators
and implement the same notion of implicit substitution and -reduction could still be simulated
(cf. Theorem 7).
2.4. Termination of xr
It is clear that rule B will be used to simulate -reduction. The rules of system xr handle the oper-
ators that we have introduced, and a minimal requirement for those rules is to induce a terminating
system. We shall also see in Section 5 that xr is conﬂuent.
The use of resource operators allows us to derive information about the number of times that a
substitution can be duplicated along a sequence of xr-reductions. Indeed, this will happen when a
substitutionmeets a contraction that concerns the substituted variable. This idea inspires the notion
of multiplicity of the substituted variable:
Deﬁnition 5 (Multiplicity).Given a free variable x in a (linear) term t, themultiplicity of x in t, written
Mx(t), is deﬁned by induction on terms as follows:
Supposing that x /= y , x /= z, x /= w,
Mx(x) := 1 Mx(t〈y\u〉) := Mx(t) if x ∈ FV (t) \ {y}
Mx(y.t) := Mx(t) Mx(t〈y\u〉) := My(t) · (Mx(u)+ 1) if x ∈ FV (u)
Mx(Wx(t)) := 1 Mx((t u)) := Mx(t) if x ∈ FV (t)
Mx(Wy(t)) := Mx(t) Mx((t u)) := Mx(u) if x ∈ FV (u)
Mx(Cz|wx (t)) := Mz(t)+Mw(t)+ 1
Mx(Cz|wy (t)) := Mx(t)
Roughly, this notion corresponds to the number of occurrences of a variable in a lxr-term when
translated to its corresponding -term free from linearity constraints and resource operators (see
Section 4 for details), but we add a twist to this concept (+1 in the second case for closure and the
ﬁrst case for contraction in the deﬁnition above), so that the following notion of term complexity,
which weighs the complexity of a sub-term in a substitution with the multiplicity of the substituted
variable, is decreased by reductions (Lemma 3).
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Deﬁnition 6 (Term complexity). We deﬁne the notion of term complexity by induction on terms as
follows:
S(x) := 1 S(t〈x\u〉) := S(t)+Mx(t) · S(u)
S(x.t) := S(t) S(t u) := S(t)+ S(u)
S(Wx(t)) := S(t) S(Cy|zx (t)) := S(t)
Remark 1. The notions of multiplicity and term complexity are invariant under conversion by ≡.
We have now to show that the term complexity does not increase during xr-reduction. In par-
ticular, the term complexity strictly decreases for some rules and it remains equal for others. This
relies on the fact that the multiplicities cannot increase.
Lemma 3 (Decrease of multiplicities and term complexities).
- If t −→xr u, then for all w ∈ FV(t),Mw(t) Mw(u).
- If t −→xr u, then S(t)  S(u).Moreover,
if t −→Var,Weak1,Cont,Comp u, then S(t) > S(u).
Proof.Both points are proved by case analysis and induction on t. The ﬁrst one uses the fact that that
Mx(t)  1 (provided x ∈ FV (t)), the second one relies on the ﬁrst. See Appendix A for details. 
Note that this does not hold for rule B. For instance,
t = (x.Cx1|x2x (x1 x2)) y.Cy1|y2y (y1 y2) −→B Cx1|x2x (x1 x2)〈x\y.Cy1|y2y (y1 y2)〉 = u but S(t) = 4 and
S(u) = 8.
We now use another measure to show the termination of the subsystem of xr containing only the
rules that might not decrease the term complexity.
Deﬁnition 7. We deﬁne an interpretation I(_) from lxr-terms to natural numbers as follows:
I(x) := 2 I(t〈x\u〉) := I(t) · (I(u)+ 1)
I(x.t) := 2 · I(t)+ 2 I(t u) := 2 · (I(t)+ I(u))+ 2
I(Wx(t)) := I(t)+ 1 I(Cy|zx (t)) := 2 · I(t)
Remark 2. The interpretation I(_) is invariant under conversion by ≡.
See Appendix A for details.
Lemma 4 (Decrease of I(_)). If t −→xr u and the reduction is neither Var,Weak1,Cont nor Comp,
then I(t) > I(u).
Proof.By case analysis and induction on t, using the fact that for any term t, I(t)  2. See Appendix
A for details. 
We can conclude this section with the following property.
Theorem 1. The system xr is terminating.
Proof. Every rule of xr decreases the pair of integers (S(t), I(t)) w.r.t. the lexicographical
order. 
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2.5. Typing rules
In this section we present the simply typed lxr-calculus. The typing system ensures strong nor-
malisation (as in the -calculus) and also linearity. Types are deﬁned by the following grammar,
where  ranges over a countable set of atomic types.
A ::=  | A → A
An environment  is a ﬁnite mapping from variables to types, so that it can be seen as a ﬁnite set
of pairs x:A. We use the standard notion of domain of an environment , written d (). We write
, to denote the disjoint and consistent union of the environments  and . A judgement is an
object of the form   t : A, where  is an environment, t is a lxr-term, and A is a type.
The typing rules of the simply typed lxr-calculus are shown in Fig. 3. Derivations of typed terms,
a.k.a. proofs, are the trees built (as usual, see [57]) from these rules.
Remark 3.Note that a judgement  t:A can be the root of atmost one derivation (up to renaming,
in sub-derivations, of the variables bound in t), which can be reconstructed using the structure of
the term t (hence the notion of proof-term).
Remark that   t : A implies that d () = FV(t). Renaming is sound with respect to typing, as
shown by the following result of admissibility, in the standard sense [57].
Lemma 5. The following rules are admissible in the typing system of lxr (we use dashed lines to
emphasise their admissibility):
,  t:A
Rd() (),  Rd() (t):A
where R({x1:A1, . . . , xn:An}) := {R(x1):A1, . . . ,R(xn):An}.
Fig. 3. Typing rules for lxr-terms.
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Proof. The admissibility of the ﬁrst rule is proved by a routine induction on |t|. For the next two
rules an induction on the cardinal of d () sufﬁces. 
As expected, the following holds:
Theorem 2 (Subject reduction).
• If   s : A and s ≡ s′, then   s′ : A.
• If   s : A and s −→lxr s′, then   s′ : A.
Proof. Theproofof theﬁrst point is straightforward, basedonchecking that it holds for all equations
deﬁning ≡. Using the ﬁrst point leaves only the basic reduction to be checked in the second point.
This is also straightforward and proved by induction on the reduction step and by case analysis.
Using remark 3 we recompose from the hypothesis   s : A the last steps of its derivation and
rearrange the sub-derivations to conclude   s′ : A as follows:
- (B): We have s = (x.t) u and s′ = t〈x\u〉.
,x:Bt:A
x.t:B→A   u : B
,  (x.t) u : A
, x : B  t : A   u : B
,  t〈x\u〉 : A
- (Abs): We have s = (y.t)〈x\u〉, s′ = y.t〈x\u〉 and A = B → C .
,x:D,y:Bt:C
,x:Dy.t:B→C   u : D
,  (y.t)〈x\u〉 : B → C
,x:D,y:Bt:C u:D
,y:B,t〈x\u〉:C
,  y.t〈x\u〉 : B → C
- (App1): We have s = (t v)〈x\u〉 and s′ = t〈x\u〉 v.
,x:Bt:C→A v:C
,,x:Bt v:A   u : B
,,  (t v)〈x\u〉 : A
,x:Bt:C→A u:B
,t〈x\u〉:C→A   v : C
,,  t〈x\u〉 v : A
- (App2): Similar to the previous case.
- (Var): We have s = x〈x\u〉 and s′ = u.
x:Ax:A   u : A
  x〈x\u〉 : A   u : A
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- (Weak1): We have s = Wx(t)〈x\u〉 and s′ = WFV(u)(t).
t:A
,x:BWx(t):A   u : B
,  Wx(t)〈x\u〉 : A
  t : A
,  WFV(u)(t) : A
since d () = FV(u).
- (Weak2): We have s = Wy(t)〈x\u〉 and s′ = Wy(t〈x\u〉) with x /= y .
,x:Bt:A
,y:C ,x:BWy (t):A   u : B
, y : C ,  Wy(t)〈x\u〉 : A
,x:Bt:A u:B
,t〈x\u〉:A
, y : C ,  Wy(t〈x\u〉) : A
- (Cont): s = Cy|zx (t)〈x\v〉 and s′ = C|FV(v)(t〈y\RFV(v) (v)〉〈z\RFV(v) (v)〉).
,y:B,z:Bt:A
,x:BCy|zx (t):A
  v : B
,  Cy|zx (t)〈x\v〉 : A
since d () = FV(v).
- (Comp): s = t〈y\u〉〈x\v〉 and s′ = t〈y\u〈x\v〉〉.
,y:Ct:A ,x:Bu:C
,,x:Bt〈y\u〉:A   v : B
,,  t〈y\u〉〈x\v〉 : A
, y : C  t : A ,x:Bu:C v:B,u〈x\v〉:C
,,  t〈y\u〈x\v〉〉 : A
- (WAbs): We have s = Wy(x.t) and s′ = x.Wy(t).
,x:Bt:C
x.t:B→C
y : D,  Wy(x.t) : B → C
,x:Bt:C
y:D,,x:BWy (t):C
y : D,  x.Wy(t) : B → C
- (WApp1): We have s = Wy(u) v and s′ = Wy(uv).
u:B→C
,y:DWy (u):B→C   v : B
, y : D,  Wy(u) v : C
u:B→C v:B
,u v:C
, y : D,  Wy(uv) : C
- (WApp2): Similar to the previous case.
- (WSubs): We have s = t〈x\Wy(u)〉 and s′ = Wy(t〈x\u〉).
u:B
,y:CWy (u):B , x : B  t : A
, y : C ,  t〈x\Wy(u)〉 : A
u:B ,x:Bt:A
,t〈x\u〉:A
, y : C ,  Wy(t〈x\u〉) : A
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- (Merge): s = Cy|zw (Wy(t)) and s′ = t.
- (Cross): s = Cy|zw (Wx(t)) and s′ = Wx(Cy|zw (t)).
,y:C ,z:Ct:A
,y:C ,z:C ,x:BWx(t):A
,w : C , x : B  Cy|zw (Wx(t)) : A
Gam,y:C ,z:Ct:A
,w:CCy|zw (t):A
,w : C , x : B  Wx(Cy|zw (t)) : A
- (CAbs): s = Cy|zw (x.t) and s′ = x.Cy|zw (t).
,y:D,z:D,x:Bt:C
,y:D,z:Dx.t:B→C
,w : D  Cy|zw (x.t) : B → C
,y:D,z:D,x:Bt:C
,w:D,x:BCy|zw (t):C
,w : D  x.Cy|zw (t) : B → C
- (CApp1): s = Cy|zw (t u) and s′ = Cy|zw (t) u.
, y : C , z : C  t : A → B   u : A
,y:C ,z:C ,(t u):B
,w:C ,Cy|zw (t u):B
,y:C ,z:Ct:A→B
,w:CCy|zw (t):A→B
  u : A
,w : C ,  (Cy|zw (t) u) : B
- (CApp2): Similar to the previous case.
- (CSubs): s = Cy|zw (t〈x\u〉) and s′ = t〈x\Cy|zw (u)〉.





, x : C  t : A
,,w : B  t〈x\Cy|zw (u)〉
. 
3. A model for λlxr
This section is devoted to show two of themain properties of our calculus. The ﬁrst one (Theorem
4) concerns strong normalisation of simply typed terms, which is achieved by translating simply
typed lxr-terms toMELLproof-nets.MELLdecomposes the intuitionistic logical connectives into
more elementary connectives, such as the linear implication and the exponentials, thus providing
a more reﬁned use of resources than the one available in Intuitionistic Logic or Classical Logic.
Proof-nets provide a geometric interpretation of proofs, thus keeping only the logical part of the
structure of proofs and forgetting the structural details.
Theorem5andTheorem6 show that the translation fromlxr toproof-nets is soundandcomplete
w.r.t. the appropriate equivalence relations on terms and proof-nets, respectively.
We brieﬂy recall here the traditional notion of proof-nets of Linear Logic and some of its basic
properties. We refer the interested reader to [24] or [39] for more details.
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Let A be a set of atomic formulae containing positive atoms p and negative atoms p⊥. The set
of formulae of the multiplicative exponential fragment of linear logic (called MELL) is deﬁned as
follows:
F ::= A|F ⊗ F(tensor)|F F(par) | !F(of course) | ?F(why not)
The formula F G denotes the linear version of the classical disjunction, whereas ?F and !F
are used to indicate where contraction or weakening can take place.
Linear negation of formulae is deﬁned by
(p⊥)⊥ := p (p)⊥ := p⊥
(?A)⊥ :=!(A⊥) (A⊗ B)⊥ := A⊥ B⊥
(!A)⊥ :=?(A⊥) (A B)⊥ := A⊥ ⊗ B⊥
The set of proof-nets, thatwe denote by PN , is deﬁned inductively inFig. 4wherewe use rectangles
having rounded corners to denote already deﬁned nets used in the inductive constructions.
Similarly to term contexts [56], proof-net contexts are proof-nets constructed by adding to Fig.
4 the basic case of a special proof-net called hole.
A proof-net can be viewed as a ﬁnite acyclic oriented graph, where the nodes correspond to the
alphabet {ax, cut,⊗, ,C,D ,W ,B}. Each node has a number of p (premise) and c (conclusion)
ports. Indeed, the axnode has two ports c, the cut node two ports p, the D node one port p and
one port c, the ⊗, and C nodes two ports p and one port c, the W node one port c and the B
node has n ports p and n ports c (for every n  1). Each edge in the graph is decorated with a type
and is connected to exactly one port c and at most one port p, i.e., each edge has a source node
Fig. 4. MELL proof-nets.
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but not necessarily a goal node.2 The following picture shows an example of proof-net in standard
graphical notation on the left, and its interpretation as oriented graph on the right.
Viewed as ﬁnite oriented graphs, the above example reads (inductively) as follows: the graphwith
one node axwhich is the source of two edges decorated (respectively) by A and A⊥ is a proof-net;
the graph obtained by (1) taking two proof-nets n1 and n2, (2) adding a cut node and (3) adding two
edges e1 and e2, decorated, respectively, with A and A⊥, whose source is n1 and n2, respectively, and
whose goal is the cut node, is a proof-net.
Proof-nets are the computational objects behind Linear Logic, where the notion of reduction
(called also “cut elimination”) corresponds exactly to the cut-elimination procedure on sequent
derivations. The traditional reduction system for MELL consists in the set of cut elimination rules
appearing in Fig. 5.
Unfortunately, the original notion of reduction on PN is unsufﬁcient to encode directly either
the  rule of -calculus, or the rules dealing with propagation of substitution in explicit substitution
calculi. For instance, this is prevented by the fact that the order in which contraction nodes are
connected is still relevant in PN . One is thus led to deﬁne an equivalence relation on PN , as in [14],
where two equations ∼Ac and ∼Pcb are introduced (see Fig. 6).
Equivalence Ac turns contraction into an associative operator, and corresponds to forgetting the
order in which the contraction rule is used. Equivalence Pcb abstracts away the relative order of
application of the rules of box-formation and contraction on the premises of a box. Finally, besides
the equivalence relation deﬁned in [14], we shall also use the two extra reduction rules in Fig. 7 : U is
used to simplify weakening linked to contraction nodes and V allows weakening links to go outside
boxes in order to bring them together at the top of the proof-nets.
The reader may check that all these rules and equations preserve types as well as well-formedness
of proof-nets.
Notation: Henceforth, we shall call R the set of rules Ax-cut, − ⊗, w-b, d-b, c-b, b-b, U and V
and E the set of equations Ac and Pcb. We shall write ∼E for the congruence (reﬂexive, symmetric,
transitive, closed by proof-net contexts) relation on proof-nets generated by the equations in E.
We shall write R/E for the system of reduction modulo an equivalence relation [56] made of the
rules in R and the equations in E, given by r −→R/E s if and only if there exist r′ and s′ such that
r ∼E r′ −→R s′ ∼E s.
In order to prove one of the main properties of lxr, namely strong normalisation, we shall use
the following result:
2 Formally, this is not an oriented graph but one can add an empty special node with one port p and none port c as
destination of such edges.
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Fig. 5. Cut elimination rules for MELL proof-nets.
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Fig. 6. Equations for MELL proof-nets.
Fig. 7. Extra reduction rules for MELL proof-nets.
Theorem 3. The reduction relation −→R/E terminates.
Proof. This result is proved in [50] for which we refer the interested reader for full details. For the
sake of completeness, we explain the main steps of the proof here.
We note PN the system containing only rules Ax-cut, − ⊗, w-b, d-b, c-b, b-b and W the system
made of rules U and V (so thatR is PN ∪ W ). The notation PN/E (respectively,W/E) is used to denote
PN (respectively, W ) reduction modulo E.
1. The reduction relation PN/E is terminating.
Proof. The proof can be found in [14]. 
2. The reduction relation W/E is terminating.
Proof. We assign to each proof net p a pair 〈p1, p2〉, where p1 is the number of nodes in the
proof-net, and p2 is the the sum of the depths of all the weakening nodes in the net. The
reduction relation W/E strictly decreases 〈p1, p2〉 w.r.t. the lexicographic order : U decreases p1,
V decreases p2 while not modifying p1, and the congruence ∼E keep 〈p1, p2〉. 
3. The relation W/E can be postponed w.r.t. PN/E:
if t −→W/E −→PN/E t′, then t−→+PN/E −→∗R/E t′.
Proof. Uses postponment of U (respectively, V) w.r.t. PN see [17] (respectively, [50]) and the
fact that W and ∼E commute. 
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4. The relation R/E is terminating.
Proof. By points 3 and 1 and 2. 
3.1. Interpreting terms into proof-nets
We now present the natural interpretation of typed lxr-terms as proof-nets. For that, we use the
standard translation of intitionistic types [24] given by :
A∗ := A for atomic types
(A → B)∗ :=?((A∗)⊥) B∗ otherwise
Fig. 8 deﬁnes the translation T(_) from derivable typing judgements of lxr to proof-nets. Every
proof-net T(  t : A) has onewire labelledwith ?(B∗)⊥ for everyB ∈  and one uniquewire labelled
with A∗. We shall often write T(t) instead of T(  t : A) when  and A do not matter or are clear
(for instance fromSubject Reduction in lxr, Theorem 2). The translation T(_) satisﬁes the following
properties:
We now show how to simulate lxr-reduction into R/E-reduction. This proof justiﬁes the use of
the additional equations Ac and Pcb as well as the additional reduction rules V and U. Indeed, we
use the equation Ac on proof-nets to simulate the Ac equation of lxr-terms, the Pcb equation to
Fig. 8. Encoding typed lxr-terms into MELL proof-nets.
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simulate rules CApp2 and CSubs, the rule V to simulate WApp2 and WSubs, and the U rule to
simulate Merge.
Lemma 6 (Simulation of lxr-reduction). Let s be a simply typed lxr -term.
• If s ≡ s′, then T(s) ∼E T(s′).
• If s −→B s′, then T(s)−→2R/E T(s′).
• If s −→xr s′, then T(s)−→∗R/E T(s′).
Proof. For the ﬁrst property we consider the base cases below, the rest of the induction being
straightforward using the fact that the relations ≡ and ∼E are congruences.
- For Cx|vw (Cy|zx (t)) ≡Ac Cx|yw (Cz|vx (t)) we have the two following equivalent proof-nets.
- For all the other cases we leave to the reader the (easy) veriﬁcation that both interpretations are
exactly equal.
For the second and third property, we proceed by induction on the reduction step. We only show
here the cases of root reductions. We give for each case the rules/equations needed to verify the
statement.
- For t1 = (x.t) u −→B t〈x\u〉 = t2, let  := FV (x.t) and := FV (u). We have the following in-
terpretations T(t1) and T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1)−→2 −⊗,Ax-cut T(t2) in exactly two steps.
- For t1 = (y.t)〈x\u〉 −→Abs y.t〈x\u〉 = t2, let, x := FV (y.t) and := FV (u).Wehave exactly
the same interpretation T(t1) and T(t2).
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- For t1 = (t v)〈x\u〉 −→App1 (t〈x\u〉 v) = t2 with x ∈ FV (t), exactly the same interpretation T(t1)
and T(t2).
- For t1 = (t v)〈x\u〉 −→App2 (t v〈x\u〉) = t2 with x ∈ FV (v), we have the following interpretations
T(t1) and T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1) −→b-b T(t2).
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- For t1 = x〈x\u〉 −→Var u = t2, let  := FV (u). We have the following interpretations T(t1) and
T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1)−→∗d-b,Ax-cut T(t2).
- For t1 = Wx(t)〈x\u〉 −→Weak1 W(t) = t2, where  := FV (u), we have the following interpre-
tations T(t1) and T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1) −→w-b T(t2).
- For t1 = Wy(t)〈x\u〉 −→Weak2 Wy(t〈x\u〉) = t2, where x /= y , we have exactly the same interpre-
tation T(t1) and T(t2).
- For t1 = Cy|zx (t)〈x\v〉 −→Cont C1|2 (t〈y\R1(v)〉〈z\R2(v)〉) = t2, where  := FV (v), we have
the following interpretations T(t1) and T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1) −→c-b T(t2).
- For t1 = t〈y\u〉〈x\v〉 −→Comp t〈y\u〈x\v〉〉 = t2 where x ∈ FV (u), let (, y) := FV (t), (, x) :=
FV (u) and  := FV (v). We have the following interpretations T(t1) and T(t2) and we can verify
that T(t1) −→b-b T(t2).
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- For t1 = Wy(x.t) −→Wabs x.Wy(t) = t2,wehave exactly the same interpretationT(t1)andT(t2).
- For t1 = Wy(u) v −→WApp1 Wy(uv) = t2, we have exactly the same interpretation T(t1) and T(t2).
- For t1 = uWy(v) −→WApp2 Wy(uv) = t2, we have the following interpretations T(t1) and T(t2)
and we can verify that T(t1) −→V T(t2).
- For t1 = t〈x\Wy(u)〉 −→WSubs Wy(t〈x\u〉) = t2, we have the following interpretations T(t1) and
T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1) −→V T(t2).
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- For t1 = Cy|zw (Wy(t)) −→Merge Rzw(t) = t2, we have the following interpretations T(t1) and T(t2)
and we can verify that T(t1) −→U T(t2).
- For t1 = Cy|zw (Wx(t)) −→Cross Wx(Cy|zw (t)) = t2 when x /= y , x /= z, we have exactly the same
interpretation T(t1) and T(t2).
- For t1 = Cy|zw (x.t) −→CAbs x.Cy|zw (t) = t2, we have exactly the same interpretation T(t1) and
T(t2).
- For t1 = Cy|zw (t u) −→CApp1 Cy|zw (t) u = t2 when y , z ∈ FV (t), we have exactly the same interpre-
tation T(t1) and T(t2).
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- For t1 = Cy|zw (t u) −→CApp2 t Cy|zw (u) = t2 when y , z ∈ FV (u), we have the following interpreta-
tions T(t1) and T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1) ∼B T(t2).
- For t1 = Cy|zw (t〈x\u〉) −→CSubs t〈x\Cy|zw (u)〉 when y , z ∈ FV (u), we have the following interpre-
tations T(t1) and T(t2) and we can verify that T(t1) ∼B T(t2).

As a consequence we obtain one of the main important properties of lxr:
Theorem 4 (Strong normalisation).
The relation −→lxr is strongly normalising on simply typed lxr -terms.
Proof. Suppose −→lxr is not strongly normalising. Then, since xr terminates by Theorem 1, an
inﬁnite lxr-reduction sequence would have inﬁnitely many B-steps. But this would lead by Lemma
6 to an inﬁnite R/E-reduction sequence which is impossible by Theorem 3. 
The simulation result of lxr-reduction that we use to conclude the strong normalisation of
the simply typed lxr-calculus helps understanding its reduction rules and equations, but another
technique [50] not using proof-nets but using preservation of strong normalisation (cf. Section 5)
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together with the strong normalisation of the simply typed -calculus could also be used. Direct
proofs of strong normalization using for instance reducibility by perpetuality [9,43] seemmuchmore
difﬁcult to adapt to our case, owing to the fact that rewriting is performed modulo a congruence.
However, we expect the study of perpetuality in lxr to be particularly interesting, particularly in
connection with intersection types and characterisation of strongly normalisable terms. Also, we
would expect that strong normalisation of proof-nets can be inferred from a direct proof of strong
normalisation of lxr, i.e., that the two properties have the same strength. We leave those topics for
future work.
3.2. Terms having the same box structure
In the rest of this section we restrict our attention to the cut-elimination steps in proof-nets that
modify their box structure; thus tackling for lxr a problem studied in [40] for the -calculus:
characterising those terms that are translated (in our case by T(_)) into proof-nets having identical
box structures. Characterising those terms that are translated into the same proof-nets (modulo a
weaker congruence such as Ac,Pcb) could also be interesting and is left as further work.
Let TBbe the reduction relation on PN generated by the rules that donotmodify the box structure,
namely V, U, Ax-cut and − ⊗, modulo the congruence ∼E . Since termination holds for the whole
system R/E which contains TB, then using known techniques for abstract reduction systems [33] we
obtain:
Proposition 1. The reduction relation TB is conﬂuent and terminating. Hence, the normal form of a
proof-net r w.r.t. this reduction relation, written TB(r), exists and is unique up to the congruence ∼E.
Hence, “having the same box structure” can be expressed by the following equivalence:
Deﬁnition 8. Let r and r′ be two proof-nets. Then the relation r ≈ r′ is deﬁned as TB(r) ∼E TB(r′).
In order to characterise the terms that are translated to proof-nets having the same box structure,
we identify those rules of lxr that do not change the box structure:
Deﬁnition 9. We deﬁne the congruence ∼= between lxr-terms by adding to ≡ the following rules
turned into equalities:
{B,Abs,App1,Weak2,WAbs,WApp1,WApp2,Merge,Cross,CAbs,CApp1,CApp2}
Note that WSubs and CSubs are captured by ∼=, in the following sense:
Remark 4. If t←→∗WSubs∪CSubs t′, then t∼=t′.
Remark also that the rules {App2,Comp,Var,Weak1,Cont}, which are not in ∼=, change the
structure of boxes. More precisely, App2 and Comp in lxr correspond to b-b in R, Var to d-b,
Weak1 to w-b and Cont to c-b.
Deﬁnition 10. Given a derivable typing judgement   t : A, we deﬁne its translation NT(  t : A)
as TB(T(  t : A)).
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We will often write NT(t) instead of NT(  t : A) when  and A do not matter or are clear from
the context. Remark that by deﬁnition we have T(t1) ≈ T(t2) if and only if NT(t1) ∼E NT(t2).
The following soundness property relates two ∼=-convertible terms w.r.t. their translations into
proof-nets. The reverse result concerning completeness is shown later (Theorem 6).
Theorem 5 (Soundness). Given two simply typed lxr -terms t1, t2, if t1∼=t2, then T(t1) ≈ T(t2).
Proof. Since the relations ∼= and ∼E are congruences it is sufﬁcient to check the root cases.
- For t1 =B t2, we have shown that T(t1)−→∗ ⊗,Ax-cut T(t2) (cf. the proof of Lemma 6) so that
NT(t1) = NT(t2) and thus NT(t1) ∼E NT(t2) trivially holds.
- For t1 =Abs,Wabs,CAbs,App1,WApp1,CApp1,CApp2,Weak2,Cross t2, we have shown that T(t1) ∼E T(t2) (cf.
the proof of Lemma 6) so that NT(t1) ∼E NT(t2) also holds.
- For t1 =WApp2 t2, we have shown that T(t1) −→V T(t2) (cf. the proof of Lemma 6) so thatNT(t1) =
NT(t2) and thus NT(t1) ∼E NT(t2) trivially holds.
- For t1 =Merge t2, we have shown that T(t1) −→U T(t2) (cf. the proof of Lemma 6) so that NT(t1) =
NT(t2) and thus NT(t1) ∼E NT(t2) trivially holds.
- For all the other cases we have already shown that T(t1) ∼E T(t2) (cf. the proof of Lemma 6) so
that NT(t1) ∼E NT(t2) holds. 
We proceed now to show the completeness result. We ﬁrst establish a property of terms which is
used further in Lemma 8 to reason according to their particular head-shapes.
Lemma 7 (Revealing the head-shape of a term). For every term t, there is a term t′∼=t with |t′|  |t|
such that either
- t′ = x.t′′, or
- t′ = Wx(t′′), or
- t′ = Cy|zx (t′′), or
- t′ = (xt1 . . . tn)〈x1\u1〉 . . . 〈xm\um〉 (n  0,m  0), or
- t′ = Wx(t′′)〈x\u〉〈x1\u1〉 . . . 〈xm\um〉 with m  0 and xi ∈ FV (t′′) for all i, or
- t′ = Cy|zx (t′′)〈x\u〉〈x1\u1〉 . . . 〈xm\um〉 with m  0 and xi ∈ FV (t′′) for all i.
Proof. By induction on |t|. |t′|  |t| by induction hypothesis and because the way we use ∼= to
convert the terms can only decrease their sizes.We abbreviate 〈x1\u1〉 . . . 〈xm\um〉 as 〈−→x \−→u 〉 in what
follows.
In each of the following cases we obtain
- If t is a variable (taking n = m = 0 in the fourth case above), an abstraction, a weakening or a
contraction, it is trivial.
- If t = t′1〈x′\t′2〉, then we apply the induction hypothesis on t′1:
• If t′1∼=x.t′′ (x is necessarily different from x′ by -equivalence), then t∼=(x.t′′)〈x′\t′2〉∼=Abs
x.t′′〈x′\t′2〉.• If t′1∼=Wy(t′′), then for the case y = x′ we are done, otherwise we have t∼=Wy(t′′)〈x′\t′2〉∼=Weak2Wy(t′′〈x′\t′2〉).
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• If t′1∼=Cy|zx (t′′), then for the case x = x′ we are done, otherwise we have t∼=Cy|zx (t′′)〈x′\t′2〉∼=PcsCy|zx (t′′〈x′\t′2〉).• If t′1∼=(xt1 . . . tn)〈−→x \−→u 〉, then t∼=(xt1 . . . tn)〈−→x \−→u 〉〈x′\t′2〉.• If t′1∼=Wx(t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉 with xi ∈ FV (t′′) for all i, then we have t∼=Wx(t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉〈x′\t′2〉. Now either x′ ∈ FV (t′′) and we are done, or x′ ∈ FV (t′′) and t∼=Weak2Wx(t′′〈x′\t′2〉)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉 since xi is not free in t′2 by -equivalence.
• If t′1∼=Cy|zx (t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉 with xi ∈ FV (t′′) for all i, then we have t∼=Cy|zx (t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉
〈x′\t′2〉. Now either x′ ∈ FV (t′′) and we are done, or x′ ∈ FV (t′′) and t∼=PcsCy|zx (t′′〈x′\t′2〉)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉 since xi is not free in t′2 by -equivalence.
- If t = t′1 t′2, then we apply the induction hypothesis on t′1.• If t′1∼=x.t′′, then t∼=Bt′′〈x\t′2〉, on which we apply the induction hypothesis because the size is
strictly smaller.
• If t′1∼=Wy(t′′), then t∼=Wy(t′′) t′2∼=WApp1Wy(t′′ t′2).
• If t′1∼=Cy|zx (t′′), then t∼=Cy|zx (t′′) t′2∼=CApp1Cy|zx (t′′ t′2).• If t′1∼=(xt1 . . . tn)〈−→x \−→u 〉, then we have
t∼=(xt1 . . . tn)〈−→x \−→u 〉 t′2∼=App1(xt1 . . . tnt′2)〈−→x \−→u 〉.• If t′1∼=Wx(t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉 with xi ∈ FV (t′′) for all i, then we have t∼=Wx(t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉
t′2∼=App1,WApp1Wx(t′′ t′2)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉.
• If t′1∼=Cy|zx (t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉 with xi ∈ FV (t′′) for all i, then we have t∼=Cy|zx (t′′)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉
t′2∼=App1,CApp1Cy|zx (t′′ t′2)〈x\u〉〈−→x \−→u 〉. 
3.3. Towards completeness
We say that a node n is ﬁnal in a proof-net if there exists an edge connected to a c port
of n which is not premise of another node. In other words, a node is ﬁnal if some c port of
n is “free”. Final nodes can be seen as the interface of a proof-net. Remark that cut is never
ﬁnal. We will be particularly interested in ﬁnal nodes W /C/ which have a direct syntactical
interpretation in our term calculus. A type is said to be distinguished in a proof-net if it is not
a formula of the form ?A and it is the type of an edge connected to a c port of a ﬁnal node.
Every edge decorated with a formula of the form ?A which is connected to a c port of a
ﬁnal node n is labelled with an associated variable x. By abuse of language we will sometimes
talk about the variable label of a ﬁnal node having only one c port (as for example in the
case of W /C/ -nodes).
Remark that this notion is not well-adapted to proof-nets modulo the congruence E so that we
now modify the notion of ﬁnal node as follows:
A node W or C is ﬁnal-modulo in a proof-net r if it is ﬁnal in some proof-net r′ which is {V,Pcb}-
equivalent to r. Said differently, W or C is ﬁnal-modulo in a proof-net seen as a directed graph if
there is a path -only with box nodes but possibly of length 0- from this node to some ﬁnal node.
Finally, a node different from W and C is ﬁnal-modulo if it is ﬁnal. Note that the notion of ﬁnal-
modulo is invariant under conversion by the congruence E, so ﬁnal-modulo nodes can be seen as
the interface of a proof-net modulo. A node n occurs at depth k in a proof-net r if n appears inside
(or is a predecessor in the oriented graph) k different boxes of r.
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Remark 5. Let t be a lxr-term. Then the proof-net T(  t : A) has a unique distinguished type
which is A∗. As a consequence, -nodes which are ﬁnal-modulo in such proof-nets are unique and
the edge connected to its conclusion port is decorated with the unique distinguished type of the
proof-net.
The following lemma establishes, for any typed tem t, a connection between the interface ofNT(t)
and the constructors of t that can be pulled to the top-level by the congruence ∼=. It will be useful to
reason by induction on terms modulo ∼=: we shall then be able to assume that they have a particular
shape insead f having to cover all cases.
Lemma 8. Let t be a lxr -term and let f be a ﬁnal-modulo node of NT(t).
1. If f is a W -node whose c edge is labelled with x, then there exist a term t′ such that t∼=Wx(t′) and
|t| = |Wx(t′)|.
2. If f is a C-node whose c edge is labelled with x, then there exist a term t′ such that t∼=Cy|zx (t′) and
|t| = |Cy|zx (t′)|.
3. If f is an -node, then there exist a term t′ and a variable x such that t∼=x.t′ and |t| =
|x.t′|.
Proof. By induction on |t|. See Appendix A for details. 
The following lemma states how applications are recognisable as cuts.
Lemma 9. Let t be a lxr -term. If NT(t) has no ﬁnal-modulo node C, W or but has some cut node
at depth 0, then there exist terms v and u such that t∼=(x.u)v.
Proof. By induction on the size of the term t.
- If t = x, then there is no cut-node at depth 0 in NT(x).
- If t = x.u, then NT(t) has a ﬁnal-modulo -node.
- If t = Wy(u), then NT(t) has a ﬁnal-modulo W -node.
- If t = Cy|zx (u), then NT(t) has a C ﬁnal-modulo node.
- If t is an application or a closure, then t∼=Bu0u1 · · · un (n  1), where u0 is neither an application
nor a closure since for every closure v〈y\u〉 in t we have v〈y\u〉∼=B(y.v)u, having the same
size.
• If u0 = y , then there is no cut-node at depth 0 in NT(t).
• If u0 = Wy(w), then NT(t) has a ﬁnal-modulo W -node.
• If u0 = Cy|zw (t′), then NT(t) has a ﬁnal-modulo C-node.
• If u0 = (y.w), then we have
t ∼=B (y.w)u1u2 · · · un∼=B w〈y\u1〉u2 · · · un∼=App1 (wu2 · · · un)〈y\u1〉∼=B (y.wu2 · · · un)u1. 
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Wecannow state one of themain results of this paper, showing that the simply typedlxr-calculus
captures (intuitionistic) proof-nets using a term syntax.
Theorem 6 (Completeness). Let t1, t2 be two lxr -terms. If T(t1) ≈ T(t2), then t1∼=t2.
Proof.We reason by induction onNT(t1). Inwhat follows, for any proof-net r and ﬁnal-modulo node
r, we note r \ n the proof-net obtained from r by erasing n and its corresponding
edges.
- If NT(t1) has a ﬁnal-modulo W -node called n, then t1∼=Wx(t′1) and t2∼=Wx(t′2) by Lemma 8. By
deﬁnition of the translationNT(t′1) = NT(t1) \ n andNT(t′2) = NT(t2) \ n. Thus, it is easy to see that
NT(t′1) ∼E NT(t′2). By the i.h. we have t′1∼=t′2 so that Wx(t′1)∼=Wx(t′2).
- If NT(t1) has a ﬁnal-modulo C-node called n, then t1∼=Cy1|z1x1 (t′1) and t2∼=Cy2|z2x2 (t′2) by Lemma 8. By
deﬁnition of the translation NT(t′1) = NT(t1) \ n and NT(t′2) = NT(t2) \ n. Thus NT(t′1) ∼E NT(t′2).
By the i.h. we have t′1∼=t′2 so that Cy1|z1x1 (t′1)∼=Cy2|z2x2 (t′2).
- IfNT(t1) has a ﬁnal-modulo -node called n, then t1∼=x.t′1 and t2∼=x.t′2 by Lemma 8. By deﬁnition
of the translation NT(t′1) = NT(t1) \ n and NT(t′2) = NT(t2) \ n. Thus NT(t′1) ∼E NT(t′2). By the i.h.
we have t′1∼=t′2 so that x.t′1∼=x.t′2.
- If NT(t1) has no ﬁnal-modulo W/C/ -node, then t1 is an application or a closure.
If NT(t1) has no cut at depth 0, then t1∼=xu1 · · · un and t2∼=yv1 · · · vn. Since NT(ui) ∼E NT(vi), then
by the i.h. we have ui∼=vi and thus xu1 · · · un∼=yv1 . . . vn.
If NT(t1) has some cut at depth 0, then by Lemma 9 we have t1∼=(x.u1)v1 and t2∼=(x.u2)v2.
Since NT(u1) and NT(u2) are sub proof-nets of NT(t1) and NT(t2), respectively, then u1∼=u2 by the
i.h. The same happens with NT(v1) and NT(v2) so that v1∼=v2. We can then conclude (x.u1)v1∼=
(x.u2)v2. 
This result allows us to interpret not only lxr-terms as proof-nets (Soundness Theorem) but also,
the other way around, proof-nets in some particular form to lxr-terms. A similar characterisation
was given in [40] for-termswith respect toPolarizedProof-Nets, where equality in the term syntax
is an extensionof the-equivalenceon-termsdeﬁned in [51].Yet, the latter needs to consider speciﬁc
permutations of -redexs to achieve the characterisation, instead of simply turning some reduction
rules into equivalence rules, which can be done in lxr only because the operators of our calculus
adequately reﬂect the structure of proof-nets.
4. Recovering the λ-calculus
We show in this section the relation between lxr-terms and -terms. We refer the reader to [5]
for a presentation of -calculus and all its standard notions such as free variables, -equivalence,
Barendregt’s convention, etc., that we use in this section.
More precisely, we show that the linearity constraints and the use of explicit resource operators
in lxr are sufﬁcient to decompose the -reduction step into smaller steps. We will also show in this
section the relation between the simply typed lxr and the simply typed -calculus. For that we ﬁrst
recall in Fig. 9 the typing rules for -calculus.
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Fig. 9. Typing rules for -calculus.
We consider -terms as an independent syntax rather than particular lxr-terms, since they
might not be linear. We shall use the notation   t : A to denote typing judgements and typing
derivability in -calculus in order to distinguish them from those of lxr.
4.1. From -calculus to lxr -calculus
We now describe how to encode a -term into a (linear) lxr one.
Deﬁnition 11. The encoding of -terms is deﬁned by induction as follows:
A(x) := x
A(x.t) := x.A(t) if x ∈ FV(t)
A(x.t) := x.Wx(A(t)) if x /∈ FV(t)




Using the fact thatW∅(t) = t, we canwrite the translation of an abstraction, with only one case, as
A(x.t) = x.W{x}\FV(t)(A(t)). Note thatA(t u) = A(t)A(u) in the particular caseFV(t) ∩ FV(u) =
∅. More generally, a -term which, viewed as a particular lxr-term, is linear, is translated by A to
itself. Note also that the weakenings and contractions introduced by this translations are already
in their canonical places, i.e., A(t) is an xr-normal form for every -term t.
In most of the following proofs, we shall use the following results:
Lemma 10 (Properties of A).
1. FV(t) = FV(A(t)).
2.A(Rϒ(t)) = Rϒ(A(t))
As a consequence, the encoding of a -term is a linear lxr-term.
Example 1. Given t = x.y.y(zz), we have A(t) = x.Wx(y.(y Cz1|z2z (z1 z2))).
We now want to simulate a -reduction step in lxr, so we start by proving that the interaction
between (and the propagation of) the three operators oflxr bymeans of the system xr do implement
the notion of substitution. More precisely, given two -terms t1 and t2, we identify a lxr-term, built
from the translations by A of t1 and t2 and using a linear substitution operator, that reduces to the
translation of t1{x\t2}, as shown by the following lemma:
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where  := (FV(t1) \ {x}) ∩ FV(t2), provided that the former term is linear.
In the simple case where  = ∅, the statement reads:
A(t1)〈x\A(t2)〉−→∗xr A(t1{x\t2})
Proof. By induction on the size of t1, by propagating the linear substitution operator, pulling out
weakenings and pushing in contractions. See Appendix A for details. 
The correctness result concerning linear substitution operators obtained in the previous lemma
enables us to prove a more general property concerning simulation of -reduction in lxr. Notice
that a -reduction stepmay not preserve the set of free variables whereas any reduction in lxr does.
Indeed, we have t = (x.y) z −→ y , but
A(t) = (x.Wx(y)) z−→∗lxr Wz(y) = Wz(A(y))
As a consequence, the simulation property has to be stated by taking into account the operational
behaviour of system xr given by Lemma 11.
Theorem 7 (Simulating -reduction). Let t be a -term such that t −→ t′. Then A(t)−→+lxrWFV(t)\FV(t′)(A(t′)).
Proof. We prove this by induction on the reduction step. We only show here the root reduction
cases.
1. The root case is the reduction (x.t1)t2 −→ t1{x\t2}. By -equivalence, x /∈ FV(t2).



















Now it sufﬁces to notice that 	 := FV((x.t1) t2) \ FV(t1{x\t2}) using FV(t1{x\t2}) = FV(t1)
since x /∈ FV(t1).
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(t2))〉)−→∗xr A(t1{x\t2}) by Lemma 11
2. Now suppose x.u −→ x.u′ with u −→ u′,
(a) If x /∈ FV(u)
A(x.u) = x.Wx(A(u))
−→+lxr x.Wx(WFV(u)\FV(u′)(A(u′))) by the i.h.= x.Wx(WFV(x.u)\FV(x.u′)(A(u′)))
−→∗Wabs WFV(x.u)\FV(x.u′)(x.Wx(A(u′)))
(b) If x ∈ FV(u)
A(x.u) = x.A(u)
−→+lxr x.WFV(u)\FV(u′)(A(u′)) by the i.h.= x.WFV(x.u)\FV(u′)(W{x}\FV(u′)(A(u′)))
= x.WFV(x.u)\FV(x.u′)(W{x}\FV(u′)(A(u′)))
−→∗Wabs WFV(x.u)\FV(x.u′)(x.W{x}\FV(u′)(A(u′)))
3. Now suppose t1 t2 −→ t′1 t2 with t1 −→ t′1, let
 := FV(t′1) ∩ FV(t2)
 := FV(t′1) \ (FV(t′1) ∩ FV(t2))
 := (FV(t1) ∩ FV(t2)) \ FV(t′1)
	 := FV(t1) \ (FV(t′1) ∩ FV(t2))
Note in particular that FV(t1) ∩ FV(t2) is a permutation of ,. Correspondingly, let l,l
and r ,r be fresh variables.
We have:
A(t1 t2) ≡ Cl,l|r ,r, (R,l,l(A(t1)) R
,
r ,r (A(t2)))




≡ Cl,l|r ,r, (R,l,l(W	,(A(t′1))) R
,
r ,r (A(t2)))
= Cl,l|r ,r, (W	(Wl(Rl(A(t′1)))) R
,
r ,r (A(t2)))
−→∗WApp1 Cl,l|r ,r, (W	(Wl(Rl(A(t′1)) R
,
r ,r (A(t2)))))
−→∗Cross W	(Cl,l|r ,r, (Wl(Rl(A(t′1)) R
,
r ,r (A(t2)))))
−→∗Merge W	(Cl|r (Rr (Rl(A(t′1)) R
,
r ,r (A(t2)))))
= W	(Cl|r (Rl(A(t′1)) Rr (A(t2))))
Then it sufﬁces to notice that 	 = FV(t1 t2) \ FV(t′1 t2).
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4. The case t1 t2 −→ t1 t′2 is similar to the previous one. 
As for the types, a straightforward induction on typing derivations allows us to show soundness
of the translation A:
Lemma 12 (EncodingA preserves types). If t is a -term s.t.   t : A, then   W\FV(t)(A(t)) : A.
4.2. From lxr -calculus to -calculus
We now show how to encode a lxr-term into a -term.





B(Cy|zx (t)) := B(t){y\x}{z\x}
B(t u) := B(t) B(u)
B(t〈x\u〉) := B(t){x\B(u)}
Remark that B(t) is not the xr-normal form of t since weakenings and contractions disappear
and thus the linearity constraints need not hold anymore.
Lemma 13 (Properties of B). The translation B enjoys the following properties.
- B(Rϒ(t)) = Rϒ(B(t))
- FV(B(t)) ⊆ FV(t)
The following result will allow us to project the lxr-calculus onto the -calculus, as usually done
for calculi with explicit substitutions [52].
Lemma 14 (Simulating lxr-reduction).
1. If t1 ≡ t2, then B(t1) = B(t2).
2. If t1 −→B t2, then B(t1)−→∗ B(t2).
3. If t1 −→xr t2, then B(t1) = B(t2).
Proof.
1. This is obvious for the equivalence rule Pw. For the other ones we have to use the well-known [5]
substitution lemma of -calculus stating that for any -terms t, u, v,
t{x\u}{y\v} = t{y\v}{x\u{y\v}}
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2. A B-reduction step at the root of t1 corresponds exactly to a -reduction step at the root of B(t1).
For the closure under contexts, all cases are trivial except for:
- the contraction, for which we use the fact that if B(t)−→∗ B(t′)
then B(t){y\x}{z\x}−→∗ B(t′){y\x}{z\x}.
- the linear substitution operator, for which we use the two following facts:
If B(t)−→∗ B(t′) then B(t){x\B(u)}−→∗ B(t′){x\B(u)}.
If B(u)−→∗ B(u′) then B(t){x\B(u)}−→∗ B(t){x\B(u′)}.
3. We only discuss the cases where the reduction takes place at the root, all the other ones being
trivial.
- If the rule applied is WAbs,WApp1,WApp2,WSubs,Cross,Weak2, then the property is trivial.
- If the rule applied is Abs,App1,App2,Var,CAbs,CApp1,CApp2, then the property follows
from the deﬁnition of substitution.
- If the rule applied is Comp, then x is not free in t since the left-hand side is linear, so by Remark
13 x is neither free in B(t). It sufﬁces to use the substitution lemma as before.
- If the rule applied is Weak1, then x is not free in t since the left-hand side is linear, so by Remark
13 x is neither free in B(t). Hence, we get on the left-hand side B(t){x\B(u)} which is exactly B(t).
- If the rule applied is Merge, then, as before, y is not free in B(t) so that it sufﬁces to notice that
B(t){z\w} = B(Rzw(t)) by Remark 13.
- If the rule applies is CSubs, then it is sufﬁcient to apply the substitution lemma of -calculus.
- If the rule applied is Cont, then, as before, x is not free in B(t) so that B(t1) = B(t)
{y\B(u)}{z\B(u)} by the substitution lemma. For the right-hand side we have
B(t2) = B(t){y\B(R(u))}{z\B(R	(u))}{\}{	\}




which is equal to the left-hand side. 
Corollary 1. If t1 −→lxr t2, then B(t1)−→∗ B(t2).
A straightforward induction on typing derivations allows us to show:
Lemma 15 (B preserves types). If t is a lxr -term such that   t : A, then   B(t) : A.
Weend this section by considering the composition of the encodingsB andA. Indeed, since congru-
ent termsaremapped to the same-term, itmakes sense to considerB(A(_)), which is in fact the iden-
tity: t = B(A(t)) (straightforward induction on t). For A(B(_)) we get t −→xr WFV(t)\FV(B(t))(t),
which is in xr-normal form (we leave the proof to Section 5, Lemma 18).
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5. Operational properties
In Sections 2, 3 and 4 we have already established the properties of subject reduction,
strong normalisation of simply typed lxr-terms and simulation of -reduction step by step.
But a calculus which is deﬁned in order to implement -calculus is also expected to satisfy
conﬂuence and preservation of strong normalisation (PSN). We prove both properties in this
section.
5.1. Preservation of strong normalisation
PSN is in some sense a test property when a new calculus with explicit substitutions is
proposed. As mentioned in the introduction, Melliès [45] has shown that calculi such as  [3]
and ⇑ [30] do not have PSN, that is, there are -strongly normalisable terms in -calculus
which are not strongly normalisable when evaluated with the reduction rules of  and ⇑.
The original notion of PSN [7] makes sense in any calculus extending the syntax of the
-calculus. Since we work with linear terms, it is not the case of lxr, so the notion of PSN
has to be properly reformulated in our context as follows: every strongly normalisable -
term is encoded into a strongly normalisable lxr-term, the encoding being in our case A(_)
(Deﬁnition 11).
We establish PSN of lxr by simulating reductions lxr by reductions in the I -calculus of [35,46],
based on earlier work by [11], with its associated reduction relations  and . We refer the reader to
[55,61] for a surveyondifferent techniques basedon theI -calculus to infer normalisationproperties.
The proof technique that we use here is presented in [41,42], which establishes general results, but
also fully treats the case of lxr as an example. We give here the part that is speciﬁc to lxr and
refer the reader to [41,42] for the proofs of the general results that we use. The technique can be
summarised as follows:
1. Deﬁne a relation I between linear lxr-terms and I -terms (Deﬁnition 14).
2. Show that t I T and t −→xr t′ imply t′ I T , as well as t I T and t −→B t′ imply there exists T ′
such that t′ I T ′ and T−→+ T ′ (Theorem 8).
3. Deduce that if t I T and T ∈ SN, then t ∈ SNlxr (Corollary 2).
4. Use an encoding i() :  → I (Deﬁnition 15) such that if u ∈ SN then i(u) ∈ SN (Theorems 9
and 10).
5. Show thatA(u) I i(u) (Theorem 11), whereA(u) is the encoding given in Section 4, and conclude
PSN (Corollary 3).
This proof can be captured by the following picture (Fig. 10):
We now proceed to develop the above points needed to conclude PSN as explained
above.
Deﬁnition 13. The set I of terms of the I -calculus [35] is deﬁned by the following grammar:
M ::= x | (M M) | x.M | [M ,M ]
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Fig. 10. Proving PSN for lxr.
where every abstraction x.M satisﬁes x ∈ FV (M).
We abbreviate the term [. . . [[N ,M1],M2], . . . ,Mn] by [N ,M1,M2, . . . ,Mn] or simply by [N , 〈M 〉]
assuming that this expression is equal to N when n = 0. The term M and the notation 〈M 〉 inside
[N , 〈M 〉] must not be confused.
The following property is straightforward by induction on terms.
Lemma 16 (Substitutions [35]). Let M ,N ,L be I -terms. Then M {x\N } is also a I -term and
M {x\N }{y\L} = M {y\L}{x\N {y\L}} provided there is no variable capture.
In what follows we consider two reduction rules on I -terms:
(x.M) N −→ M {x\N }
[M ,N ] L −→ [M L,N ]





t I T u I U
tu I TU
t I T
t I [T ,N ] N ∈ I
t I T u I U
t〈x\u〉 I T {x\U }
t I T
Cy|zx (t) I T {y\x}{z\x}
t I T
Wx(t) I T x ∈ FV (T)
The relation I enjoys the following properties.
Lemma 17. If t I M , then
1. FV (t) ⊆ FV (M)
2. M ∈ I
3. x /∈ FV (t) and N ∈ I implies t I M {x\N }
4. t ≡ t′ implies t′ I M
5.R(t) I R(M)
Proof. Property (1) is a straightforward induction on the proof tree as well as Property (2) which
also uses Lemma 16. Properties (3) and (5) are also proved by induction on the tree, using Lemma
16. For Property (4):
- If Wx(Wy(t)) I M then M = [[T , 〈Ti〉], 〈Ui〉] with t I T , y ∈ FV (T) and x ∈ FV ([T , 〈Ti〉]). Then
Wy(Wx(t)) I M .
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- If t〈x\u〉〈y\v〉 I M with y /∈ FV (u), then M = [[T {x\U }, 〈Ti〉]{y\V }, 〈Ui〉] with t I T , u I U and
v I V . By -equivalence we can assume that x /∈ FV (T1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV (Tm) ∪ FV (V), so that
M = [[T , 〈Ti〉]{x\U }{y\V }, 〈Ui〉] = [[T , 〈Ti〉]{y\V }{x\U {y\V }}, 〈Ui〉]. As a consequence
t〈y\v〉〈〉x\u I M , since by (3) we get u I U {y\V }.
- Associativity and commutativity of contraction are very similar to the previous case.
- If Cy|zw (p)〈x\u〉 I M , then M = [[P {y\w}{z\w}, 〈Pi〉]{x\U }, 〈Ui〉], with p I P and u I U . We then
have M = [P {x\U }{y\w}{z\w}, 〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉] so that we can conclude Cy|zw (p〈x\u〉) I M . 
Theorem 8 (Simulation in I ).
1. If t I T and t −→xr t′, then t′ I T.
2. If t I T and t −→B t′, then there is T ′ ∈ I such that t′ I T ′ and T−→+ T ′.
Proof. By induction on the reduction step. Remark that the case t∼=t′ is already considered by
Lemma 17-4 so that we restrict the proof here to basic reduction steps.
- B: (x.p) u −→ p〈x\u〉.
Then T = [[x.P , 〈Pi〉]U , 〈Ui〉] with p I P and u I U . We then obtain the reduction sequence
T−→∗ [(x.P)U , 〈Pi〉, 〈Ui〉] −→ [P {x\U }, 〈Pi〉, 〈Ui〉] = T ′.
- Abs: (y.p)〈x\u〉 −→ y.p〈x\u〉. Then T = [[y.P , 〈Pi〉]{x\U }, 〈Ui〉] with p I P and u I U . We
have T = [y.(P {x\U }), 〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉].
- App1,App2: Similar to the previous case.
- Var: x〈x\u〉 −→ u. Then T = [[x, 〈Pi〉]{x\U }, 〈Ui〉] with u I U . We have T = [U , 〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉].
- Weak1: Wx(p)〈x\u〉 −→ WFV (u)(p).
Then T = [[P , 〈Pi〉]{x\U }, 〈Ui〉] with p I P , u I U , and x ∈ FV (P). We have T = [P {x\U },
〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉]. Since x /∈ FV (p), then by Lemma 17-1 p I P {x\U }, and since x ∈ FV (P), FV (U) ⊆
FV (P {x\U }). By Lemma 17-1 FV (u) ⊆ FV (U) so that FV (u) ⊆ FV (P {x\U }) concludes
the proof.
- Weak2: Wy(p)〈x\u〉 −→ Wy(p〈x\u〉).
Then T = [[P , 〈Pi〉]{x\U }, 〈Ui〉] with p I P , u I U , and y ∈ FV (P). We have T = [P {x\U },
〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉] and we still have y ∈ FV (P {x\U }).
- Cont: Cy|zx (p)〈x\u〉 −→ C|ϒ (p〈y\R(u)〉〈z\Rϒ(u)〉).
Then T = [[P {y\x}{z\x}, 〈Pi〉]{x\U }, 〈Ui〉]with p I P and u I U .We obtain the following equality
T = [P {y\U }{z\U }, 〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉] which can be expressed as
T = [P {y\U ′}{z\U ′′}{\}{ϒ\}, 〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉]
where U ′ = U {\} and U ′′ = U {\ϒ}. We obtain R(u) I U ′ and Rϒ(u) I U ′′ by Lemma
17-5.
- Comp: p〈y\v〉〈x\u〉 −→ p〈y\v〈x\u〉〉 where x ∈ FV (v). Then we necessarily have T = [[P {y\Q},
〈Pi〉]{x\U }, 〈Ui〉] with t I P , v I Q, and u I U .
Since T = [P {x\U }{y\Q{x\U }}, 〈Pi{x\U }〉, 〈Ui〉], then we obtain t I P {x\U } by Lemma 17-3.
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- WAbs, WApp1, WApp2, WSubs, Cross are straightforward because the condition x ∈ FV (P)
that is checked by Wx() is just changed into a side-condition x ∈ FV (Q) (checked one step later),
where x ∈ FV (P) implies x ∈ FV (Q).
- Merge: Cy|zw (Wy(p)) −→ Rzw(p).
Then T = [[P , 〈Pi〉]{y\w}{z\w}, 〈Ui〉] with t I P and y ∈ FV (P). We then have the equality T =
[[P {z\w}, 〈Pi{z\w}〉]{y\w}, 〈Ui〉] and we conclude by Lemma 17-3.
- CAbs: Cy|zw (x.t) −→ x.Cy|zw (p).
Then T = [[x.P , 〈Pi〉]{y\w}{z\w}, 〈Ui〉] with t I P .
We have T = [x.(P {y\w}{z\w}), 〈Pi{y\w}{z\w}〉, 〈Ui〉].
- CApp1, CApp2: Similar to the previous case.
- CSubs: We have Cy|zw (p〈x\u〉) I [[P {x\U }, 〈Pi〉]{y\w}{z\w}, 〈Ui〉] which is equal to T =
[[P {y\w}{z\w}{x\U {y\w}{z\w}}, 〈Pi〉{y\w}{z\w}], 〈Ui〉] by Lemma 16. We have p〈x\Cy|zw (u)〉 I T
by Lemma 17-3, which concludes this case.
Now for the closure under context, we use the fact that if P −→ P ′ then P {x\U } −→
P ′{x\U }, and if moreover x ∈ FV (P) and U −→ U ′ then P {x\U }−→+ P {x\U ′}. The latter is
useful for the closure: if p〈x\t〉 I Q and t −→B t′, then Q = [P {x\T }, 〈Ui〉] with p I P , t I T and
by the i.h. we get T−→+ T ′ such that t′ I T ′. Since x ∈ FV (p), x ∈ FV (P) by Lemma 17-1, and hence
Q−→+ [P {x\T ′}, 〈Ui〉]. 
Corollary 2. If t I T and T ∈ SN, then t ∈ SNlxr.
Proof. Suppose that t /∈ SNlxr. Then there is an inﬁnite lxr-reduction sequence  starting at t.
Since xr is terminating (Lemma 1), then there are inﬁnite B-steps in the sequence , so that it is of
the form
 : t−→∗xr −→B t1 · · · −→∗xr −→B ti−→∗xr −→B · · ·
By Theorem 8 we can construct an inﬁnite -reduction sequence
T−→+ T1−→+ · · · −→+ Ti−→+ · · ·
where ti I Ti . This contradicts the hypothesis T ∈ SN . 
Deﬁnition 15 ( [41]). We encode the -calculus into I as follows:
i(x) = x
i(x.t) = x.i(t) x ∈ FV (t)
i(x.t) = x.[i(t), x] x /∈ FV (t)
i(t u) = i(t) i(u)
Theorem 9 ([41]). For any -term t, if t ∈ SN, then i(t) ∈ WN.
Theorem 10 ([46]). If i(t) ∈ WN then i(t) ∈ SN.
Theorem 11. For any -term u, A(u) I i(u).
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Proof. By induction on u:
- x I x trivially holds.
- If u = x.t , then A(t) I i(t) holds by the i.h. Therefore, we obtain either x.A(t) I x.i(t) or
x.Wx(A(t)) I x.[i(t), x].
- If u = (t u) , then A(t) I i(t) and A(u) I i(u) hold by the i.h. so that Rϒ(A(t)) I Rϒ(i(t)) and
Rϒ(A(u)) I Rϒ(i(u)) hold by Lemma 17-5. Since Rϒ(i(t)){ϒ\} = i(t) and Rϒ(i(u)){ϒ\} =
i(u), we can then conclude C|ϒ (R(A(t)) Rϒ(A(u))) I i(t) i(u). 
Corollary 3 (PSN). For any -term t, if t ∈ SN, then A(t) ∈ SNlxr.
Proof. If t ∈ SN, then i(t) ∈ SN by Theorems 9 and 10. As A(t) I i(t) by Theorem 11, then we
conclude A(t) ∈ SNlxr by Corollary 2. 
5.2. Conﬂuence
Wenowuse both simulations presented in Section 4 to derive the conﬂuence property for systems
xr and lxr via a generalisation of the Interpretation Method [27]. We start by stating a result that
relates xr-normal forms to the composition of encodings A and B.
Theorem 12. If t is an xr -normal form, then t ≡ WFV(t)\FV(B(t))(A(B(t))).
Proof. The proof may proceed by induction since a subterm of an xr-normal form is an xr-normal
form:
- If t = x, then x = A(B(x)) and FV(t) \ FV(B(t)) = ∅
- If t = x.u, then we know u ≡ WFV(u)\FV(B(u))(A(B(u))) by the i.h. But t is an xr-normal form, so
FV(u) \ FV(B(u)) ⊆ {x}, otherwise it can be reduced by WAbs. Now, if FV(u) \ FV(B(u)) = ∅,
then also FV(t) \ FV(B(t)) = ∅ and the claim t ≡ A(B(x.u)) immediately holds. Otherwise,
FV(u) \ FV(B(u)) = {x} and t ≡ x.Wx(A(B(u))) = A(B(t)).
- If t = u v, t ≡ WFV(u)\FV(B(u))(A(B(u)))WFV(v)\FV(B(v))(A(B(v))) by the i.h. But t is a xr-normal
form, so
FV(u) \ FV(B(u)) = FV(v) \ FV(B(v)) = ∅
(otherwise it could be reduced by WApp1 or WApp1). Hence,FV(t) = FV(B(t)) and t ≡ A(B(u))
A(B(v)) ≡ A(B(t)) since u and v have no variable in common.
- The case t = u〈x\v〉 is not possible by Lemma 2.
- If t = Wx(u), t ≡ Wx(WFV(u)\FV(B(u))(A(B(u)))) by the i.h. This last term is equal to
WFV(t)\FV(B(t))(A(B(t))) since x ∈ FV(t) but x /∈ FV(B(t)).
- If t = Cy|zx (u), t ≡ Cy|zx (WFV(u)\FV(B(u))(A(B(u)))) by the i.h.
We ﬁrst remark that y and z are free in u since t is linear, and also x is not free in u, hence neither
is it free in B(u).
Secondly, since t is an xr-normal form, we have FV(u) \ FV(B(u)) = ∅ (otherwise t could be
reduced by Cross or Merge). Hence, y and z are free in B(u) and t ≡ Cy|zx (A(B(u))).
But B(t) = B(u){y\x}{z\x}, so x is free in B(t). We conclude FV(t) = FV(B(t)).
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Third, notice that B(u) can be neither a variable (otherwise t would not be linear) nor an abstrac-
tion (otherwise t could be reduced by CAbs), so B(u) = w v,
and A(B(u)) = Cϒ| (Rϒ(A(w)) R(A(v))) with  = FV(w) ∩ FV(v). Hence,
t ≡ Cy|zx (Cϒ| (Rϒ(A(w)) R(A(v)))).
Now it would sufﬁce that y ∈ FV(w) \ FV(v) and z ∈ FV(v) \ FV(w) to prove that this term is
in fact
A(w{y\x} v{z\x}) = A(B(u){y\x}{z\x}) = A(B(t))
We are going to prove that this is the case (or the symmetrical case when y and z are swapped):
we know that they are free in w v.
Suppose that one of them, say y , is both in w and in v. Then y ∈ , so
t ≡ Cy|zx (C(ϒ
′,y ′)|(′,y ′′)
′,y (Rϒ(A(w)) R(A(v))))
which we can rearrange into
t ≡ Cy|y ′′x (C(ϒ
′,y ′)|(′,z)
′,y (Rϒ(A(w)) R(A(v))))
if z ∈ FV(w), or t ≡ Cy|y ′x (C(ϒ
′,z)|(′,y ′′)
′,y (Rϒ(A(w)) R(A(v)))) if z ∈ FV(v).
In the ﬁrst case, t can be reduced by CApp1 (on Cy ′|zy ()), and in the second by CApp2 (on Cz|y
′′
y ()).
In both cases, it contradicts the fact that t is a xr-normal form.Hence, y /∈  (and similarly z /∈ ).
Now suppose that both y and z are on the same side, say in w. Then t can be reduced by CApp1
on Cy|zx (). Similarly, they cannot be both in v (t could be reduced by CApp2). Hence one of them
is only in w, and the other is only in v, as required. 
Lemma 18. The system xr is conﬂuent and terminating, and the xr -normal form of t is
WFV(t)\FV(B(t))(A(B(t))).
Proof. By Theorem 1 the system xr is terminating so that we can take any xr-normal form t′
of t such that t−→∗xr t′. We then have FV(t) = FV(t′) by Lemma 1 and B(t) = B(t′) by Lemma
14. Since t′ is an xr-normal form, then t′ ≡ WFV(t′)\FV(B(t′))(A(B(t′))) by Theorem 12. Hence t′ ≡
WFV(t)\FV(B(t))(A(B(t))).
To show conﬂuence let us suppose t−→∗xr t1 and t−→∗xr t2. Let us take xr-normal forms t′1 and t′2
such that ti−→∗xr t′i . By the previous remark both t′1 and t′2 are congruent toWFV(t)\FV(B(t))(A(B(t)))
which concludes the proof. 
Theorem 13. The system lxr is conﬂuent.
Proof. Suppose N ≡ N ′, N−→∗lxr N1 and N ′−→∗lxr N2. We get B(N) = B(N ′) and B(N)−→∗ B(N1)
and B(N ′)−→∗ B(N2) using Lemma 14. Conﬂuence of −→ gives us a -term M such that
B(N1)−→∗ M and B(N2)−→∗ M . By Theorem 7, there exist two lists of variables 1, 2 such that
A(B(N1))−→∗lxr W1(A(M)) and A(B(N2))−→∗lxr W2(A(M)).
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We can now reduce N1 and N2 to their respective xr-normal form so that Lemma 18 provides ′1
and ′2 such that
N1−→∗xr W′1(A(B(N1)))−→∗lxr Wϒ1(A(M))
N2−→∗xr W′2(A(B(N2)))−→∗lxr Wϒ2(A(M))
for ϒ1 = ′1,1 and ϒ2 = ′2,2.
The relation −→lxr preserves the set of free variables by Lemma 1, so that
FV(Wϒ1(A(M))) = FV(N1) = FV(N) = FV(N ′)
FV(Wϒ2(A(M))) = FV(N2) = FV(N ′) = FV(N)
We can conclude that ϒ1 is a permutation of ϒ2, hence N1 and N2 both reduce to the same term
up to ≡, as required. 
6. Conclusion and further work
This paper extends the explicit substitution paradigm by showing how the proof-nets of Linear
Logic can be suitable as a logical model of a (typed) calculus with operators for erasure, duplication
and substitution.
Our term calculus is expressed by a simple syntax, and enjoys natural operational semantics via
a well established [56] notion of reduction modulo a set of equations. Soundness and completeness
of (typed) lxr are shown with respect to its proof-nets model.
Although this paper uses typed proof-nets, our (untyped) system could also be put in relation
with an appropriate notion of reduction in formalism of untyped proof-nets. This would provide
soundness and completeness w.r.t. an untypedmodel. However, one of themain results of this paper
is strong normalisation of typed lxr-terms, and this can only be obtained from typed proof-nets,
which we therefore chose to use for this paper.
In contrast to other term calculi in the literature, lxr has full composition and enjoys PSN.
Moreover, lxr enjoys conﬂuence, strong normalisation of simply typed terms and step by step
simulation of -reduction. All these properties are shown by considering the complex notion of
reduction modulo an equivalence which we have associated to lxr-terms.
Weakening operators are a useful tool to handle garbage collection. Indeed, free variables are
never lost and weakening operators are pulled out to the top-level during computation.
Our soundness and completeness proofs illustrate how the following rules {App2,Comp,Var,
Weak1,Cont} tightly correspond to the manipulation of boxes in proof-nets. More precisely, App2
and Comp in lxr correspond to b-b in PN , Var to d-b, Weak1 to w-b and Cont to c-b.
It is worth mentioning the calculus obtained by turning the equation Pcs into a reduction rule
(from left to right) and by eliminating reduction rules WSubs and CSubs enjoys exactly the same
properties as the calculus presented in this paper, namely Theorems 2, 4, 7, 1, 13, and Corollary 3.
However, these rules seem to be necessary for the conﬂuence on meta terms (ongoing work).
We think thatmanypoints raised in thisworkdeserve further development. The ﬁrst one concerns
the study of reduction strategies well adapted to handle the operators for substitution, erasure and
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duplication. This may take into account the notion of weak reduction used to implement functional
programming [44].
Proof techniques used in the literature to show PSN of calculi with explicit substitutions (zoom-
in [2], minimality [7], labelled RPO [8], PSN by standardisation [36], or intersection types [20]) are
not all easy to adapt/extend to reduction modulo and other formalisms. We believe that the proof
technique used here is really ﬂexible since only a small part of the proof depends on the calculus
itself: the simulation result 8 and the start relation result (Theorem 11). We think however that a
more direct proof of PSN would be possible by incorporating a memory operator inside lxr in
such a way that the resulting calculus becomes non-erasing. This would require for example a proof
to show that weak normalisation implies strong normalisation in the new calculus.
Using the PSN result, we believe that we can characterise very neatly the strongly normalising
terms of lxr as the terms typable with intersection types, as it the case in -calculus as well as in
the explicit substitution calculus x [43].
First-order term syntax for lxr via de Bruijn indices, or other special notation to avoid -
conversion as for example explicit scoping [34] or also director strings [54], would make implemen-
tation easier and bring the term calculus even closer to the proof-nets model which has no notion
of binding.
Connections with similar approaches relating graph formalisms to term calculi, as for example
that of Hasegawa [28] also merits further investigations.
Another interesting issue would be to study the combination of lxr with other (higher-order) re-
duction systems, particularlywith eta-reduction (contraction or expansion) rules. Because of the lin-
earity constraints, no additional side-condition is needed to specify such kind of rules x.t x←→∗ t.
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Appendix A
Remark 1 The notions of multiplicity and term complexity are invariant under conversion by ≡.
Proof. Indeed, as two non-trivial cases, let us consider the case Cx|vw (Cy|zx (t)) ≡ Cx|yw (Cz|vx (t)) for which
we have:
Mw(Cx|vw (Cy|zx (t))) = My(t)+Mz(t)+Mv(t)+ 2 = Mw(Cx|yw (Cz|vx (t)))
and let us consider the case t〈x\u〉〈y\v〉 ≡ t〈y\v〉〈x\u〉, where y /∈ FV (u) and x /∈ FV (v), for which
we have:
- if w ∈ FV (t) \ {x, y}, then
Mw(t〈x\u〉〈y\v〉) = Mw(t) = Mw(t〈y\v〉〈x\u〉);
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- if w ∈ FV (u), then
Mw(t〈x\u〉〈y\v〉) = Mx(t) · (Mw(u)+ 1) = Mw(t〈y\v〉〈x\u〉);
- if w ∈ FV (v), then
Mw(t〈x\u〉〈y\v〉) = My(t) · (Mw(v)+ 1) = Mw(t〈y\v〉〈x\u〉).
We then obtain
S(t〈x\u〉〈y\v〉) = S(t)+Mx(t) · S(u)+My(t) · S(v) = S(t〈y\v〉〈x\u〉). 
Lemma 3 (Decrease of multiplicities and term complexities)
- If t −→xr u, then for all w ∈ FV(t), Mw(t) Mw(u).
- If t −→xr u, then S(t)  S(u). Moreover,
- If t −→Var,Weak1,Cont,Comp u, then S(t) > S(u).
Proof.
- Since the congruence steps preserve the multiplicity, we only have to consider the basic reduction
relation. This is done by induction on the reduction step, the base cases being shown in Fig. 11.
Note that we use the fact that Mx(t) > 0 (provided x ∈ FV(t)) and S(t) > 0.
- Since the congruence steps preserve the term complexity, we only have to consider the basic
reduction relation. The proof can be done by structural induction on terms. The inductive cases
are straightforward by using by the ﬁrst point. We show in Fig. 12 the root reductions.
The last line holds because the term complexity measure forgets weakenings, contractions, ab-
stractions and applications. 
Remark 2 The polynomial interpretation I(_) is invariant under conversion by ≡.
Proof. The polynomial interpretation is blind to the variables’ names, so it is trivially sound with
respect to -equivalence, and rules Ac, Cc, Pc and Pw. For the equivalence rule Ps we have by
commutativity of multiplication the following equality:
I(t〈x\u〉〈y\v〉) = I(t) · I(u) · I(v) = I(t〈y\v〉〈x\u〉)
For the equivalence rule Pcs we have:
I(Cy|zw (t)〈x\u〉) = 2 · I(t) · I(u)+ 2 · I(t) = I(Cy|zw (t〈x\u〉)). 
Lemma 4 (Decrease of I(_)). If t −→xr u and the reduction is neither Var, Weak1, Cont nor Comp,
then I(t) > I(u).
Proof. Since the congruence steps preserve the interpretation, we only have to consider the basic
reduction relation. The proof can be done by structural induction on terms. The cases of root
reductions are:
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Fig. 11. Decrease of multiplicities.
Fig. 12. Decrease of term complexity.
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Rule Left-hand side Right-hand side
(Abs) (2 · I(t)+ 2) · (I(u)+ 1) > 2 · I(t) · (I(u)+ 1)+ 2
(App1) (2 · (I(t)+ I(v))+ 2) · (I(u)+ 1) > 2 · (I(t) · (I(u)+ 1)+ I(v))+ 2
(App2) (2 · (I(t)+ I(v))+ 2) · (I(u)+ 1) > 2 · (I(t)+ I(v) · (I(u)+ 1))+ 2
(Weak2) (I(t)+ 1) · (I(u)+ 1) > I(t) · (I(u)+ 1)+ 1
(WAbs) 2 · (I(t)+ 1)+ 2 > 2 · I(t)+ 2 + 1
(WApp1) 2 · (I(u)+ 1 + I(v))+ 2 > 2 · (I(u)+ I(v))+ 2 + 1
(WApp2) 2 · (I(u)+ I(v)+ 1)+ 2 > 2 · (I(u)+ I(v))+ 2 + 1
(WSubs) I(t) · (I(u)+ 1 + 1) > I(t) · (I(u)+ 1)+ 1
(Merge) 2 · (I(t)+ 1) > I(t)
(Cross) 2 · (I(t)+ 1) > 2 · I(t)+ 1
(CAbs) 2 · (2 · I(t)+ 2) > 2 · (2 · I(t))+ 2
(CApp1) 2 · (2 · (I(t)+ I(u))+ 2) > 2 · (2 · I(t)+ I(u))+ 2
(CApp2) 2 · (2 · (I(t)+ I(u))+ 2) > 2 · (I(t)+ 2 · I(u))+ 2
(CSubs) 2 · I(t) · (I(u)+ 1) > I(t) · (2 · I(u)+ 1)

Lemma 8 Let t be a lxr -term and let f be a ﬁnal-modulo node of NT(t).
1. If f is a W -node whose c edge is labelled with x, then there exist a term t′ such that t∼=Wx(t′) and
|t| = |Wx(t′)|.
2. If f is a C-node whose c edge is labelled with x, then there exist a term t′ such that t∼=Cy|zx (t′) and
|t| = |Cy|zx (t′)|.
3. If f is an -node, then there exist a term t′ and a variable x such that t∼=x.t′ and |t| = |x.t′|.
Proof. By induction on |t|. We start by using Lemma 7 and thus assume t to be of a particular shape
(without increasing its size).
- If t∼=y.u, then if f is a ﬁnal-modulo -node of NT(t), (3) trivially holds. Otherwise, f is a
ﬁnal-modulo node of NT(u).
If f is a W -node, we have u∼=Wx(u′) and |u| = |Wx(u′)| by the i.h.(1) so that t∼=y.Wx(u′) and
|t| = |y.Wx(u′)|. If x /= y , then y.Wx(u′)∼=WabsWx(y.u′) andwe are done. If x = y , theW -node
f is not ﬁnal-modulo in NT(t) which leads to a contradiction.
If f is a C-node, we have u∼=Cy|zx (u′) and |u| = |Cy|zx (u′)| by the i.h.(2) so that t∼=w.Cy|zx (u′) and
|t| = |w.Cy|zx (u′)|. If x /= w, then w.Cy|zx (u′)∼=CAbsCy|zx (x.u′) and we are done. If x = w, the C-
node f is not ﬁnal-modulo in NT(t) which leads to a contradiction.
- If t∼=Wy(u), then if f is a W -node labelled with x = y , (1) trivially holds. Otherwise, x /= y and f
is also ﬁnal-modulo in NT(u).
If f is a W -node labelled by a variable x /= y , we have u∼=Wx(u′) and |u| = |Wx(u′)| by the i.h.(1),
thus, Wy(u)∼=Wy(Wx(u′))∼=PwWx(Wy(u′)) which concludes this case.
The cases where f is a -node or a C-node are very similar.
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- If t∼=Cy ′|z′w (u), then if f is a C-node labelled with x = w, (2) trivially holds. Otherwise, f is already
ﬁnal-modulo in NT(u).
If f is a W -node, we have u∼=Wx(u′) and |u| = |Wx(u′)| by the i.h.(1) so that t∼=Cy
′|z′
w (Wx(u′)). If
x /= y ′, z′, then Cy ′|z′w (Wx(u′))∼=CrossWx(Cy
′|z′
w (u
′)) and we are done. Otherwise, the W -node f is
not ﬁnal-modulo in NT(t) which leads to a contradiction.
The cases where f is a -node or a C-node labelled with a variable different from w are very
similar.
- Suppose t∼=(xt1 . . . tn)〈xn+1\tn+1〉 . . . 〈xm\tm〉.
We know that if f is a ﬁnal-modulo W/C/ node of NT(t), then either it was already in T(t)
or it was created by the TB-reduction of T(t). But the only TB-reductions that can be applied on
T(t) are either the Ax-cut reduction steps concerning the sequence of applications, which do not
create new ﬁnal-modulo nodes, or reductions inside some box containing T(ti) for some i. As a
consequence, f cannot be a -node, and it is also ﬁnal-modulo in some NT(tj).
Hence, we apply the induction hypothesis on tj to get tj∼=Wx(t′j) (respectively, tj∼=Cy|zx (t′j)) with the
same size as tj . Let t′i = ti for all i /= j. If j  n, we use rules WApp2,WApp1,Weak2 (respectively,
CApp2,CApp1,Pcs) to get the congruence t∼=Wx((xt′1 . . . t′n)〈xn+1\t′n+1〉 . . . 〈xm\t′m〉) (respectively,
the congruence t∼=Cy|zx ((xt′1 . . . t′n)〈xn+1\t′n+1〉 . . . 〈xm\t′m〉)). Otherwise, we use WSubs and Weak2
(respectively, CSubs and Pcs).
- Suppose t∼=Wv(u)〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉, where the notation 〈−→x \−→u 〉 is used to abbreviate 〈x1\u1〉 . . .
〈xm\um〉 with m  0 and xi ∈ FV (u) for all i.
Again, the only TB-reductions that can be applied on T(t) are either in T(u) or inside some box
containing T(ui) for some i.
In the former case we use the i.h. on u to get u∼=Wx(u′) (respectively, u∼=Cy|zx (u′) or u∼=x.u′). Then
we use rules Weak2 (respectively, Cross,Pcs or WAbs,Abs) to get t∼=Wx(Wv(u′)
〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉) (respectively, t∼=Cy|zx (Wv(u′)〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉) or t∼=x.(Wv(u′)〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉)).
In the latter case, notice thatf cannot be a -node andweuse the inductionhypothesis on uj to get
uj∼=Wx(u′j) (respectively, uj = Cy|zx (u′j)). Let u′i = ui for all i /= j. We use rules WSubs,Weak2 (re-
spectively,CSubs,Pcs), andweget t∼=Wx(Wv(u)〈v\u′0〉〈−→x \
−→
u′ 〉) (respectively, t∼=Cy|zx (Wv(u)〈v\u′0〉
〈−→x \−→u′ 〉)).
- Suppose t∼=Cv1|v2v (u)〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉, where the notation 〈−→x \−→u 〉 is used to abbreviate 〈x1\u1〉 . . .
〈xm\um〉 with m  0 and xi ∈ FV (u) for all i.
Again, the only TB-reductions that can be applied on T(t) are either inside T(u) or inside a some
box containing T(ui) for some i.
In the former case we use the i.h. on u to get u∼=Wx(u′) (respectively, u∼=Cy|zx (u′) or
u∼=x.u′). Then we use rules Cross,Weak2 (respectively, Pcs or CAbs,Abs) to get
t∼=Wx(Cv1|v2v (u′)〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉) (respectively, t∼=Cy|zx (Cv1|v2v (u′)〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉) or
t∼=x.(Cv1|v2v (u′)〈v\u0〉〈−→x \−→u 〉)).
In the latter case, notice thatf cannot be a -node andweuse the inductionhypothesis on uj to get
uj∼=Wx(u′j) (respectively, uj = Cy|zx (u′j)). Let u′i = ui for all i /= j. We use rules WSubs,Weak2 (re-
spectively, CSubs,Pcs), and we get t∼=Wx(Cv1|v2v (u)〈v\u′0〉〈−→x \
−→
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where  := (FV(t1) \ {x}) ∩ FV(t2), provided that the former term is linear.
Proof. By induction on the size of t1. We shall always suppose, by Barendregt’s convention, that
x ∈ FV(t2). Moreover, whenever we use the induction hypothesis throughout the proof, it will be
applied to a term which is linear (Lemma 1, Property 1).
1. If t1 is a variable, then it must be x, so there is no contraction and
x〈x\A(t2)〉 −→Var A(t2) = A(x{x\t2})
2. If t1 = (t u), then by -equivalence we can suppose x /∈ FV(t2), and let
 := FV(t2) ∩ FV(t) ∩ FV(u)
 := (FV(t2) ∩ FV(t)) \ (FV(t2) ∩ FV(t) ∩ FV(u))
 := (FV(t2) ∩ FV(u)) \ (FV(t2) ∩ FV(t) ∩ FV(u))
	 := (FV(t) ∩ FV(u)) \ (FV(t2) ∩ FV(t) ∩ FV(u))
 := FV(t2) \ (FV(t) ∪ FV(u))
Note that  = FV(t1) ∩ FV(t2) is a permutation of ,,.
Also note that FV(t) ∩ FV(u) is a permutation of ,	 and hence













where t′ = R,,	1,3,	3(A(t)) and u′ = R
,,	
1,4,	4
(A(u)). We call this term h.
(a) If x ∈ FV(t) ∩ FV(u), then x is necessarily in 	 (since x /∈ FV(t2)), so 	 is a permuta-






x ()) (where 	′3, x3 and 	
′
4, x4 are the corresponding permutations of 	3 and
	4, respectively). Noticing that FV(t2) is a permutation of ,,,, the term h can be
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This term can be reduced by CApp2 and then by CApp1 to
h′ := C5,	′3,2,5,1|6,	′4,6,2,2,	′,,, (p q)
where




















We can now apply the induction hypothesis to both subterms and we get:














which is A(t{x\t2} u{x\t2}) = A((t u){x\t2}).
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(b) If x ∈ FV(t) et x /∈ FV(u), the term h can be transformed by Pcs to:




















where v := C3,1|2,2, (R,1,3(A(t))〈x\R
,
2,2
(A(t2))〉), which reduces, by induction
hypothesis, to A(t{x\t2}). Hence,




which is exactly A(t{x\t2} u) = A((t u){x\t2}).
(c) If x ∈ FV(t) et x /∈ FV(u) the proof is exactly the same.
(d)The case x /∈ FV(t) and x /∈ FV(u) cannot happen since we assumed x ∈ FV(t1).
3. If t1 = y.v then by -equivalence we can suppose y /= x and y /∈ FV(t2).













and we get the result by the induction hypothesis.



















and we get the result by the induction hypothesis. 
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